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Slews Briefs
“News Briefs from the Computer World” is a regular
feature which covers local and overseas developments
in the computer industry including new products, and
other topical events of interest.

SYSTEMS 89
The 11th Systems trade fair, which will be held in Munich
from 16-20 October 1989 is even more trade-oriented
than its predecessors. And it is almost booked solid. The
following focal points will be covered by the fair’s theme
“Systems for Services” and oriented toward the repective
target groups. The following sectors will be presented at
their customary hall locations:
— Software and services (Hall 7)
— System components and OEMs (Halls 9-16)
— Communications technology and applications, includ
ing ISDN (Halls 16-19)
— Computer centre equipment and accessories (Hall 20)
— SYSTEMS Information Centre (Hall 21)
— Computer technology and applications (Halls 20-25)
Numerous special events and presentations add rich
ness and variety to the range of products and services:

Visitors will be furnished with first-hand information at
the previously successful SYSTEMS Studio, the focal point
of which will be “Communications”; various program
modules provide current information on the topics digital
data, voice and image transmission (ISDN), computeraided software engineering (CASE), databases, the signif
icance of new regulations governing the structure of the
postal system for the telecommunications sector and the
effects of computer viruses. Presentation of the topic “The
Single European Market” will span the technology spec
trum. Numerous prominent political and industrial per
sonalities will be featured in the “Current Guests” section
of the program, and the economics editorial staff of the
Bavarian Broadcasting System as well as editors of leading
trade magazines will actively participate in the trade fair at
the SYSTEMS Studio.
Other special events include the Career Centre spon
sored by the communications publishing house IDG and
Trade Information Centre under joint direction as well as
the special presentation “Computers and Schools” by the
Bavarian State Institute for School Pedagogy and Educa
tional Research and a special event sponsored by the
European Commission as a starting point for companies
seeking advice who want to begin or expand their activi
ties throughout Europe.
Over 1,000 companies from 20 countries will present
their exhibits in a total exhibition area of 106,000 m2.
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EDITORIAL

Turning over a new leaf
1989 signals a year of metamorphosis for the ACJ. You
will probably have noticed that the cover looks different;
you may be forgiven for having thought that a new and
unsolicited journal had been dropped into your mailbox. If
you look more carefully other changes have been made to
the page layout and the paper used for the cover. Some
other minor changes will be introduced gradually through
the year. The “new look” is intended to give the ACJ a
modern image to emphasise some of the changes in con
tent that have been introduced and to initiate making the
Journal more widely available through non-ACS subscrip
tions and through other regional computer societies.
Internally, we have a new Associate Editor for Book
Reviews, Dr Chris Andrews who introduces himself
below. He takes over from John Lions who has been
energetically co-ordinating the wide range of reviews that
has been appearing in ACJ for the last six years. John has
filled the back pages with commentry that has often been
amusing and philosophical as well as informative, and as
an Editor I usually find proofreading his galleys rather
more enjoyable than the technical achievements reported
up front. Thanks John from all of your readership! Chris
has been responsible for the reviews published in this issue.
Other innovations this year will include short tutorial

articles on advanced topics that will provide information
and references of interest to all readers. The first is sche
duled to appear in the May issue. We are looking to
authors to provide a regular supply of these tutorial arti
cles, and the Journal will also welcome correspondence
from readers discussing issues that arise from them.
It would be remiss of me to introduce the “new look”
for the ACJ without acknowledging the assistance and
advice that I have had from the ACJ’s Editorial Commit
tee, from the Associate Editors, from Keith Collins of
Associated Business Publications, the ACJ’s publisher, and
from Elaine Wong who designed the new format for the
Journal.
Finally, let me remind you that there will be a Special
Issue on Open Systems published in November. Dr Trevor
Hales from CSIRO’s Division of Information Technology
is the Guest Editor and he is actively seeking articles now. I
would like to see the ACJ itself develop into a more open
system, and would be delighted to receive (and publish)
your views, and comments concerning the content, style
and directions that the ACJ is taking.

Dr Chris Andrews,
Associate Editor for
Book Reviews

biomedical engineering and com
putation, electromedicine, micro
processor systems and interfacing,
clinical engineering and lightning
phenomena.
I am conscious of the high
standard of the journal, and of the
importance of, and interest in, new
books on the shelves. My aim is to
maintain this standard, and to work with Rob to enhance
the standing of our own indigenous publication in the
world literature.
I am mindful of the contribution made by previous
editors of the journal, and in particular, Professor John
Lions. John has been a great support in the changeover
period. The fact that moving ill the infrastructure of the
book review system, including John’s computerised review
management system, has been so painless is a tribute to the
fine state in which he has maintained journal business
during his encumbency.
I would like to encourage ACJ readers who are inter
ested in reviewing books to write to me at the following
address:
Dr Chris Andrews
c/- Centre for Information Technology Research
University of Queensland
St Lucia, Qld 4067
»
ACSnet: ACJbooks@CiTRUS.uq.oz
I look forward to this new position with a deal of
pleasant anticipation.

Rob Cook has asked me to provide a brief biography
and introduction after my appointment as Associate Editor
of the Journal for Book Reviews. I hope the following will
be of interest, and that it doesn’t sound too immodest!
My own background has been quite varied. I spent my
early years in New South Wales and came to Queensland
in mid-primary years. Following secondary school, I was a
student of the University of Queensland and graduated
with a BE in 1973. This was followed by an MEngSc and a
DipCompSc in 1976. An academic position, Senior Tutor,
followed in the Department of Computer Science for two
years. Then for various reasons a further period of study
followed, and I obtained the MBBS in 1982. Returning to
the workforce, I was employed by the Queensland Health
Department in the medical domain.
My current employment is in the Department of Elec
trical Engineering at the University of Queensland as a
Lecturer. The department has gone through a most excit
ing period of growth which among other things has been
the introduction of a major course in Computer Systems
Engineering. Teaching interests are in the field of digital
design including microprocessor systems, and also in
engineering communication. Research interests include

Rob Cook
Editor
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A scalable cache
coherence
mechanism using a
selectively
clearable cache
memory
D.A. Abramson
Division of Information Technology, CSIRO,
cl- Department of Communication and Electronic
Engineering, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
K. Ramamohanarao
Department of Computer Science, University of
Melbourne.
M. Ross
Department of Computer Science, Royal Melbourne
Institute of Technology

In this paper we propose a scalable solution to the
cache coherence problem for write through caches which
uses advice from software on when to enforce coherence.
The solution removes shared structures from the cache
efficiently, and thus forces the subsequent cache misses to
proceed to main memory. Shared structures are removed
by a novel selectively clearable memory chip. The chip is
an extension of already available clearable devices. The
shared structures are removed after mutual exclusion has
been obtained. This guarantees that the cache cannot hold
stale copies of the data. A number of optimisations are
described which improve the performance of the scheme.
These optimisations allow a write back cache as well as
write through. They also increase the selectivity of the
clear operation for caches with a large number of sets.
Some simulation studies indicate expected performance of
the system.
Keywords and Phrases: Cache coherence, caches,
memories, shared memories.
CR Categories: b3.
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Editor: Rob Cook
1. INTRODUCTION
Cache memories have been used for many years to
improve the memory access times on uniprocessor sys
tems. They are even more important in multiprocessor
systems as they not only reduce memory access times but
also reduce memory and network contention. Figure 1
illustrates a shared memory multiprocessor system with a
cache dedicated to each processor.
Unfortunately it is not possible to add caches freely to
such a multiprocessor because the data in one cache may
become inconsistent with the data in the other caches. The
problem can be illustrated by considering two processes, A
and B, and two processors C and D. A cache inconsistency
can occur under two main conditions. First, consider pro
cess A executing on processor C. The local variables of A
will be loaded into the C cache. If process A is then
migrated to processor D, the variables will then be loaded
into the D cache, and may become inconsistent with the
values in the C cache. If process A is then returned to the C
processor, it will use stale values, causing incorrect opera
tion of the process. This situation is usually solved by
clearing the processor cache when a process is migrated.
The second condition arises if processes A and B share a
variable. If process A executes on processor C, and process
B executes on processor D, their local variables will be
loaded into the respective caches as they are accessed.
However, when they each access the shared variable, it
will also be loaded into the processor cache. If they update
the shared variable independently, then each will only see
the value held in its cache, and will not see the changes
made by the other process.
This problem has been studied widely, and there are a
number of available solutions (Censier and Feautrier,
1978; Archibald and Baer, 1984; Dubois and Briggs, 1982
and Scheurich and Dubois, 1987). Most of the proposed
solutions involve some additional hardware which forces
the caches to become consistent. Such hardware allows
communication between processors and external caches,
as well as to the shared memory.^This hardware also
involves, during the enforcement of Coherence, extra bus
or, network transactions.
The major advantage of such schemes is that they
require no, or very little, advice from the high level soft
ware. Consequently, a multiprocess program which exe
cutes correctly on a uniprocessor will also behave cor-

Processor

◄—►Cache

Memory

Processor

◄—► Cache

Memory

Processor

Processor

Memory

A

► Cache

Figure 1. Shared Memory Multiprocessor.
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rectly on a multiprocessor system. In other words, the
synchronisation mechanisms needed to ensure correct
operation on the uniprocessor are the same as those
required on a multiprocessor. The hardware based
schemes simplify the task of process migration in the
multiprocessor, because all caches are consistent.
This paper is concerned with two main criticisms of
hardware based schemes. First, the solutions may not scale
up well when the number of processors is increased (Stone,
1987). For example, almost all large scale multiprocessors
cannot use a shared bus for the processor-memory com
munication mechanism because the bus cannot support
the required bandwidth. Consequently, communication
networks such as multilevel switches are used because
they offer scalable performance. Such networks rule out
the use of simple bus monitoring mechanisms because it is
not possible for a processor to watch all of the processormemory traffic. The more complex hardware schemes
which require a broadcast message to all caches (or some
selected set of caches) can increase the network traffic
significantly, and thus severely reduce the network band
width (Stone, 1987). Notably, the RP3 multiprocessor
(Pfister et al., 1985) does not attempt to provide cache
coherence for shared structures, but tags such data as
non-cacheable.
Second, the hardware based schemes add complexity to
the processor design (or the associated bus interface), and
thus increase the cost and size of multiprocessors. If such
hardware was not present then more space and money
could be devoted to other areas, such as increasing the size
or associativity of the cache, or adding an extra pipeline
stage,, etc, which may offer a better performance
improvement than the original cache coherence hardware.
Such tradeoffs are particularly relevant when caches are
placed on the processor chip itself, such as in the
MC68030 microprocessor (Motorola).
A much ignored technique for solving the cache coherf
ence problem involves using advice from the software on
exactly when coherence is required, rather than attempting
to provide it invisibly at all times. Such schemes signifi
cantly reduce the amount of hardware required (and thus
the cost and size) and are also scalable to a large number of
processors. In this paper we examine existing cache coher
ence software solutions and propose a new type of cache
memory which when combined with software directives
solves the coherence problem for a large number of
processors connected by any communication mechanism.
The proposed algorithm is simulated on a number of large
memory reference traces and compared to other software
based schemes. The additional hardware required for the
new type of cache memory over and above a standard
cache (non-coherent) is negligible.
2. SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
The simplest software cache coherence algorithm allows
only non-sharable or ready-only data to be placed in a
processor’s local cache memory. Such a solution is effec
tive because incoherence can only occur when multiple
processors are allowed to modify data. The performance
of this scheme degrades when a processor modifies a

shared data structure and then makes multiple read
requests for the data. Whilst these access patterns are
unlikely to occur in a general time sharing system, they are
quite likely to occur in many tightly coupled multi-process
applications. This approach is used in the RP3.
Another software based solution allows shared varia
bles to migrate into the cache, but purges the entire cache
when coherence is required. This scheme was suggested by
Veidenbaum (1986). Such purging is requested by explicit
code which demands cache coherence. In this scheme all
processors use a write through memory update protocol,
thus if a processor clears its cache then all subsequent
reads will obtain the correct data. Unfortunately this
scheme not only removes the inconsistent data from the
cache, but also all of the other data, and possibly program
instructions when a unified cache is used. As would be
expected, clearing the entire cache often significantly
reduces the hit rate. Therefore such a scheme appears to
have little practical value in systems where coherence
requirements occur frequently. Later in this paper we show
the effect of the above policy on hit rates for a variety of
cache configurations. The performance of a cache operat
ing under such a policy is similar to a conventional cache
experiencing a high rate of context switches.
A disadvantage of the software based schemes is that
the only solution to incoherence, which is caused by pro
cess migration, is clearing the cache when a process is
removed from a processor. The effect of this cache purge
has been widely studied (Smith, 1982), and does not cause
a serious performance degradation.
Software based solutions are attractive because they
require no extra hardware and use advice on the way data
is to be manipulated. However, it is clear that some hard
ware assistance is required in order to increase the perfor
mance of software coherence schemes.
3. A HYBRID SOLUTION
The software based scheme, described above, only
demands coherence when it is actually required, but at this
point it requires coherence on the complete cache. A pro
gram does not generally require total cache coherence at
any instant, but coherence on a particular structure or
structure component. Thus, it is possible to enforce coher
ence on a structure component when it is actually required.
This approach poses two problems. First, how does the
system know which structures are shared. Second, how
does the system know when to request coherence. Detect
ing which structures or locations are shared is easy,
because the programmer must make some explicit state
ment that a structure is shared so that the operating system
knows how to load the program into memory. This decla
ration often takes the form of a modifier to the base type of
the object. For example, an integer variable may be
declared as type shared integer. In the case of a structure
which is allocated statically, the compiler can easily
determine that cache coherence code is required. Equally,
in the case of a dynamically allocated structure, the type of
the object allows the compiler to determine that cache
coherence code is required. The knowledge of when to
insert a request for coherence can be deduced from the
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explicit synchronisation primitives which the programmer
or compiler must insert in order to provide correct execu
tion of the program. The sample code shown in Program 1
illustrates a critical region augmented with an instruction
to the cache memory to enforce coherence on a structure.

lock(variable_name.lock)
Make_coherent(variable_name.data)
unlock(variable_name.lock)

Program 1 Critical Region Psuedo Code
The unlock and lock primitives may operate on a sema
phore which controls the synchronisation of operations on
variables. Cache coherence can be achieved by removing
the shared data from the cache. Thus the Make_coherent
instruction selectively purges the variable, structure or part
structure from the cache. This solution relies on using a
write through cache update policy for all data, however,
later in the paper, after describing the selectively clearable
memory we extend this scheme to handle a write back
strategy for non-shared structures.
It should be noted that the program usually only
requires part of a complex structure to be coherent. This
can be done by naming not only the structure address, but a
range of addresses which must be made coherent. This
method only removes the structure or address range speci
fied from the cache, therefore enforcing coherence on the
minimal size. It is applicable to both large and small
structures, and differs from the software approaches in that
only the structure is removed from the cache, not the
complete cache contents. This general approach has been
suggested by Smith (1982) and Alexander et al. (1986)
previously. The problem with conventional cache memo
ries is that it is not possible to selectively clear a range of
addresses without enormous overheads. The next section
describes a new cache design which allows selective
clearing.
^
4. A SELECTIVELY CLEARABLE CACHE MEMORY
The above solution requires a cache memory in which a
selected range of addresses can be purged. In general this
would require a complete or partial cache search, which
would be too expensive. The solution described in this
section allows a program to request coherence on a range
of addresses which are then effectively invalidated from
the cache, rather than purging the entire cache.
An effective way of purging a range of addresses from a
cache is to invalidate all of the cache sets that the address
range covers. It is necessary to clear an entire set because
the data can appear in any element of the set. The disad
vantage of this approach is that in addition to removing the
desired structure from the cache it also removes any other
variables (synonyms) which share the same set. Our simu

lation studies, presented later in the paper, show that such
non selective clearing only causes a very small perfor
mance degradation.
Cache memories can be considered as three separate
memories: the tag memory, the data memory and the valid
bit memory. The tag memory is searched pseudoassociatively and is used to hold all of the keys for data in
the data memory. The valid bit memory, whilst logically
an extension of the tag memory is used to indicate which
locations in the cache hold a valid tag and data set. The
valid bit memory can be separated so that it can be cleared
when the cache is purged. In this way it can be reset by
special hardware. This arrangement is shown in Figure 2.
Thus, in order to invalidate a set in the cache it is only
necessary to clear the appropriate valid bit. It is usually not
possible to wait a long time for the valid bits to be reset
when the cache is purged. Consequently, two fast clearing
techniques have traditionally been used, shadow clearing
and more recently directly clearable memories.
Valid

Tag

Data

Element 0 ______ ►

^__ Element 1 ______ +■

Figure 2. Cache Memory Organisation.

In shadow clearing the processor holds two sets of valid
bits, gither of which can be connected to the tag match
logy. When the cache must be purged a clean set is
switched in and the current dirty set is switched out. Before
the next cache purge the djrty set is cleared by sequentially
scanning the memory. It may then be switched in again
when required. Providing the time between cache purges is
larger than the time taken to clear the valid bit memory the
processor never has to wait for a cache purge. This scheme
has been used successfully in the Amdahl 470V/7 for
clearing the translation lookaside buffer (Smith, 1982).
This solution, however, is inappropriate for the proposed
coherence algorithm because a processor only declares its
need for coherence on a structure before the structure is
accessed. Thus the valid bit memory (or a selected range of
locations) cannot be cleared without a delay.
The second technique relies on special random access
memory devices which provides a clear signal. When the
clear signal is asserted each cell of the memory is simul
taneously reset. Such devices are commercially available
from Advanced Micro Devices and others. Figure 3 shows
the possible internal layout of such a memory device. The
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Row Decoder
Row Decoder

Row Address
range
Row Address
AH Selected

Column Decoder
Column Decoder
Clear a number of cells in one row

Column Address

[

•A11 Selected

Figure 3. A Clearable Memory.

Column Address
range

Clear a number of cells over two rows
Clear a number of cells over multiple rows

Figure 4. Clearing Selected Rows and Columns.

storage cells are held in an array which is addressed by a
row select signal and a column select signal. When an
individual bit is accessed only one row and one column
signal are asserted. When all row and column signals are
asserted all locations are referenced, making it possible to
clear all cells in one cycle.
The proposed solution requires a selectively clearable
valid bit memory in which only a portion of the memory
cells are purged when the clear signal is asserted. This type
of device can be implemented as a modification of the
clearable memory, by selectively controlling which row
and column enable signals to the array are enabled. The
normal row and column decoders are replaced with ones
which decode the values between a range of addresses.
Such decoders can be constructed from priority decoders
and some simple combinational logic. There are four dif
ferent useful cases:
1. When only one row and one column are selected.
2. When one row and multiple columns are selected. ,
3. When multiple rows and multiple columns are selected.
4. When all rows and all columns are selected.
Case 1 corresponds to a normal memory write opera
tion and can be used for resetting one valid bit (i.e. one set).
Case 2 allows a number of bits to be reset, thus it is possible
to clear a range of bits from a starting address to an end
address within one row of the memory. Case 3 allows a
number of bits to be reset when the start address and end
addresses span more than one row and Case 4 clears the
entire memory.
Given these operations it is possible to clear a number
of bits in one cycle if the address range is contained in one
row, two cycles if the range spans two rows and three
cycles if the range spans many rows. The entire memory
can be cleared in one cycle. These are shown in Figure 4
below.
In order to implement this solution a new chip is
required. However, it is also possible to implement the
valid bit memory from more than one of the commercially
available clearable memories. The choice of how many
memory chips are used determines the granularity of selec
tive clearing. This arrangement has been used in the
MONADS-PC processor to allow expansion to a multi-

processor network (Rosenberg and Abramson, 1985). In
this machine eight valid bit memories were provided
allowing up to one eighth of the cache to be cleared. It is
not clear whether finer granularity is required until exper
imental results have been obtained.
5. OPTIMISATIONS
5.1 Prefetching the Critical Region
The performance of the selective cache clearance scheme
can be enhanced by the use of prefetching. Since the
selective cache clearance method relies on software direc
tives, a priori knowledge of shared data references can be
used for prefetching this shared data. This prefetching
would then enforce coherence. The'prefetch can be issued
without a preceding cache clear operation, however, sub
sequent references need to wait for the prefetch operation
to complete. If however a preceding clear operation is
performed before the prefetch then the processor can con
tinue executing code without waiting.
The introduction of prefetching into the selective cache
clearance scheme gives rise to a number of subtle points.
First, while it is shown that prefetching does lower the miss
rate (see section 7) the actual programs may not run any
faster. Consider the example shown in Program 2, where
the first access (Access!) to the coherent data is imme-

lock(Variable.lock)
Make_coherent(variable_name.data)
Prefetch(variable_name.data)
Accessl variable_name.data

Access2 variable_name.data
unlock (Variable.lock)

Program 2 Critical Region with Coherence and prefetching
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diately after the prefetch. Due to the latency of the prefetch
the actual speed of execution will not be improved. If
however Access2 had been the only access to the data then
the prefetch latency may not have been significant.
Second, consider the case where Access2 is the only access
to the data in the critical region. It is possible in such a case
to increase the bus traffic by the following sequence of
memory references:
1. Prefetch data {Memory Access 1}.
2. A synonym is accessed and prefetched data is displaced
{Memory Access 2}.
3. The data is accessed {Memory Access 3}.
In this case Memory Access 1 and Memory Access 3 are
identical, with Memory Access 1 being redundant and
hence the memory traffic has increased. The likelihood of
a synonym displacing the prefetched data of course
decreases as the associativity of the cache is increased. The
results of the prefetching simulations are presented in
section 7 and show an increased hit rate.
5.2 Improving the Selectivity of the Clear Operation
When the associativity of the cache exceeds one (i.e. set
association) the clear operation on any datum will not only
remove that datum from the cache but the entire set. This is
more information than necessary in order to enforce
coherence. As the degree of associativity increases, the
number of synonyms held in each set increases, and hence
the expected miss rate increases. In fact, a larger degree of
associativity causes the clear operation to become less
selective. Optimal selectivity is obtained for a direct
mapped cache. In contrast, increasing the associativity in a
conventional cache memory decreases the miss rate. This
contrary behaviour is only evident when coherence is
required on the cache.
The problem can be avoided by improving the selectiv
ity of the clear operation. This can be done by constructing
a set associative cache which behaves like a direct mapped
cache for shared data but a set associative cache for nonshared data. Thus, all accesses except those in shared data
are treated as normal references to a set associative cache.
Write accesses to the cache for shared data (either from a
write or a read miss which causes a cache write) are treated
as references to a direct mapped cache by using extra bits
from the address to map the shared data to a specific
element in the set. In a normal set associative cache the
data can be loaded in any element of the set, and is usually
selected by a random or least recently used (LRU) policy.
The advantage of the combined cache is that it is not
necessary to clear the entire set, as the placement of any
shared data within the set is deduced directly from the
address. The major disadvantage of this cache is that the
compiler must emit special load and store operations on
shared data. However, the compiler has sufficient inform
ation available to determine which type of instructions to
use. In section 7 we illustrate the performance of this cache
design.
5.3 Write-back Versus Write-through
A potential disadvantage of clearing entries in a cache to
resolve coherence is that it does not allow a write back

memory update policy. In a write back cache a modified
cache cell must first be written to memory before the cell
can be reused, thus it is not possible to simply reset the
valid bit of the cell. A solution to this problem involves
conditional clearing of the valid bits of the selected ele
ments. If a cell has been modified then the clear operation
is over-ridden. To enforce coherence it is necessary to use
write-through for shared structures, but all other data may
be write-back. Because shared data in the cache can never
have the dirty bit set (it is always written through) the old
data will always be invalidated by the clear operation.
Data which is not invalidated because it has been modified
will be replaced by the shared data when the cache is
loaded and thus will be written back to memory correctly.
It is possible to use a write-back policy for both shared
and private data, but then a flush must be performed on the
shared data when the unlock primitive is issued. In either
case a flush must be issued for all modified cells when a
process is migrated from a particular processing element
to a different processing element.
In order to implement a memory which can perform the
conditional clearing of valid bits, the line-dirty status bit
must be held in the same device as the valid bit. If the dirty
bit is set, then the clear is inhibited on the corresponding
valid bit. Such a memory is not much more complex than
the type described in section 4 and requires an extra row or
column enable signal to differentiate between the valid bit
and the dirty bit.
5.4 Process Migration
When a process is removed from a processor the cache
must be cleared so that stale data cannot affect the process
if it returns to the same processor. This cache purge should
not degrade performance significantly because a new pro
cess usually requires different data in the cache. Thus, all
processes experience a cold-cache when they are started
on a new processor. Because the clear operation can.be
done very quickly there is no waiting period before a new
process can be started. This scheme only works for k write
through cache protocol.
Ihe previous section has shown that a write back stra
tegy can be used for all non-shared data, which should
improve the performance significantly. Unfortunately, the
use of write-back demands that the dirty cache locations
are flushed when the process is removed from a processor
before the cache is cleared. Such flush operations may
cause significant delays between unloading a process and
starting the next one. One solution to this problem is to
overlap the flush operation with the startup of the next
process. The overlap can be implemented by a separate
flush machine which copies out all dirty lines and resets the
dirty bit for the line. The data is left valid. Thus, when a
process is removed from a processor the flush machine is
started. All non-dirty lines in the cache are then cleared
using the mechanism described in the previous section.
This action guarantees that when a process returns to a
processor there is no stale data in the cache. It should be
noted that the remaining dirty lines cannot affect the new
process because only non-shared data can be dirty, thus all
dirty lines constitute private data of a previous process.
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Should the new process wish to reuse one of these dirty
lines, then a normal cache write back operation will occur.
If the flush machine has already written the line back to
memory then the new process will simply overwrite the
line. Since hardware must already be present for flushing a
line from the cache, the only additional hardware required
is a counter and a small state machine for co-ordinating
the activities.
Using this technique a processor is not left idle whilst
the cache is cleared. It is necessary to synchronise this flush
operation so that the process being removed is not started
on another processor before the flush has been completed.
The solution may require some additional cache band
width so that the cache can support both the processor
traffic as well as the flushing traffic, although it is unlikely
that any processor uses all of the available cache
bandwidth.
5.5 Semaphores
The selectively clearable memory relies on the use of
sempahores for locking sections of shared data. Sema
phores themselves are shared variables and thus must be
consistent at all times. It would be possible to apply a
selective clear operation on a semaphore before its value is
read, in order to enforce coherence. However, this opera
tion also removes synonyms from the cache. Further, a
read-modify-write cycle is still required at the memory so
that the sempahore update is indivisible. Alternatively, it
may be simpler to stop semaphores from migrating into
the cache by marking them as non-cacheable. This deci
sion is unlikely to affect the system performance because
semaphrores are only accessed infrequently.
6. SIMULATION RESJDLTS
The clear operation used in the coherence algorithm not
only removes the shared structure from the cache but all
synonyms as well. A number of simulations were per
formed using program address traces to determine*
whether this would have an adverse effect on the behav
iour of the cache. Three software based coherence
schemes were simulated on the address traces. These were
the total cache clear as suggested by Veidenbaum (1986),
the set clear as described in section 3 and the improved set
clear scheme as described in section 5.2. We call the final
scheme the direct map clear scheme. This scheme is also
simulated with prefetch. These simulations provide a rela
tive performance measure between our suggested strate
gies. In addition to these simulations we also present simu
lations of a standard cache with no flushing, on the
memory reference strings as a base comparison point.
Since the authors did not have access to programs
which manipulate shared structures between multiple pro
cesses the data was taken from some conventional pro
grams, namely the UNIX text formatter NROFF, the
UNIX C compiler and a Prolog interpreter (NUPROLOG). The trace data is summarised in Table 1. The
memory reference strings were collected on a VAX 750
computer using a program simulator. This simulator col
lects all memory references made by a program in the
VAX user address space (i.e. P0 and PI region), but does
not collect references made in the SO region by the Oper

ating System. The effect of clearing a shared structure
from the cache was created by randomly choosing a block
of the cache and clearing all of the sets in the range of
addresses. This technique only indicates the effect of rem
oving synonyms from the cache. It does not model the
effect of cache invalidations due to multiprocess activity.
However, it does indicate whether removing a section of
the cache periodically will affect the overall cache perfor
mance due to loss of synonyms.
Table 1. Programs used in simulations.
Program

Code Size

NROFF
CC
PROLOG

40960
91136
88064

Data Size
Static + Dynamic
15360 + 586244
215044 + 205892
27648 + 1968956

# million references
17.1
7.4
19.2

The graphs presented show the effect of clearing a fixed
block at regular intervals from the cache. The notation
used in the legends on the graphs is as follows:
ss n ns m [tel | del b | scl b | std] [+pf b]
where n is the number of elements per set
m is the number of sets
b is the number of bytes cleared/prefetched
tel indicates a total cache clear
scl is a set clear as described in section 3
del is a direct map clear as described in
section 5.2
std is a standard cache with no flushing
+pf is a prefetch as described in section 6.1
For example, a cache with four element sets, 256 sets,
cleared with the direct clear protocol clearing 80 bytes
would appear as:
ss4 ns256 del80
Figures 5a, 5b and 5c show for each trace a 16 kbyte
cache being totally cleared. The results indicate that such a
scheme does not become effective until the clearing inter
val is very large.
Figures 6a through 6f show cache performance for the
three program traces with a 16 kbyte cache for del and scl
simulating an 80 byte shared structure. They indicate that
a selectively clearable cache memory would provide
acceptable performance even when cleared frequently. As
discussed in section 5.2 these figures illustrate that a high
degree of associativity (large set size) can have poor per
formance because the granularity of the clear is degraded.
This anomaly is apparent in Figures 6a, 6c and 6e when
the frequency of clearing is high. Figure 6b, 6d and 6f
illustrate that del eliminates this problem. Furthermore,
the miss rates for del are lower than the corresponding scl
miss rates. The simulations all use a line size of eight bytes.
In varying the line size we found that the behaviour of a
flushed cache was the same as that of a normal cache
except that the standard cache had a slightly lower miss
rate.This is shown in Figures 7a, 7b and 7c. In general, a
larger line size will improve the selectivity of the elear.
However, for line sizes much larger than the shared struc
ture size the selectivity may decrease, thus increasing the
miss rate.
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NROFF Trace: 16K Cache: Line Size 8 bytes: Tolal cache clear
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temporal locality because it assumes that the addresses
being cleared are independent of those currently being
accessed. In order to account for some temporal locality
the simulations were modified to use the current trace
address as the block address rather than choosing a ran
dom address. This should model data accesses more
closely because the access patterns which arise from
sequential execution of code should match any sequential
accesses to data. These simulations confirm that even with
frequent clearing the cache performance is still accepta
ble. The two curves converge for less frequent clearing
rates. These results are shown in Figure 10. It should be
noted that regardless of the cache coherence algorithm
chosen the cache miss rate-will rise When many prqcessors
are actively modifying a shared region. This behaviour has
been illustrated in Dubois (1987).
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Figure Sb.

Figures 8a, 8b and 8c indicate upper and lower bound
miss rates when the block size is varied. The top curve
shows a total cache clear and the bottom curve shows an
80 byte clear. Miss rates for other block sizes will lie in
between the two curves as illustrated by the lk block size.
Figure 9 shows the effect of prefetching shared struc
tures as described in section 6.1. As indicated, prefetching
does lowir the miss rate. However, the simulations do not
show some of the other effects of prefetch, such as a
possible increase in bus traffic due to prefetching more
data than required. Also, the program may not actually run
faster due to latency introduced by the prefetch.
The simulation results discussed so far choose a block
of memory randomly. This technique does not model any

7. AN ALTERNATIVE INVALIDATION SCHEME
A different proposal was suggested by Smith (1985). This
scheme uses a ‘one-time-identifier’ in combination with
software advice to achieve cache coherence. When a page
translation entry is entered into a translation lookaside
buffer (TLB) for a particular processor an additional field
associated with the translation entry is filled with a unique
bit string, called a one-time identifier. When a line of the
data cache is filled the one time identifier is copied to
another field in the cache line. If a cache hit is recorded the
one-time identifier in the cache is compared with the
identifier in the lookaside buffer. The hit is ignored if they
are different and the access proceeds to main memory.
This scheme has the effect of removing all entries belong
ing to a page from the cache.
There are a number of problems with the one-time
identifiers. First, this scheme cannot use the optimisations
we have suggested for a write back strategy because it is
not possible to clear only the clean data from the cache.
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CC Trace: Varying Line Size (Flush Interval 1000)

NROFF Trace: Varying Line Size (Flush Interval 1000)
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Thus it is necessary to wait for theM flush operation to
complete before the cache can be cleared. This flush
delays process migration so severely that a write through
strategy would almost certainly be required. Second, an
identifier must be associated with each virtual page which
increases the page table size. Third, the TLB width must be
increased to accommodate the one-time identifier. Fourth,
the scheme requires the cache to be physically close to the
TLB because the one-time identifier is required for each
cache access. This is not the case when virtual addresses
are passecf to the memory modules for translation as is
done in Pose et al. (1986). It is possible to add hardware
similar to a conventional TLB which only holds the one
time identifiers for associated virtual pages. However, this
solution increases hardware cost. Finally, the one-time
identifier must be large enough to allow many selective
invalidations. When the one-time identifiers are exhausted

the cache contents must be flushed back to memory. In
spite of these objections, this scheme should be seen as an
alternative method for enforcing cache coherence through
software control.
8. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a solution to the cache
coherence problem for write through caches which
requires minimal extra hardware. It relies on a slightly
unusual implementation of a conventional cache valid bit
memory, which would be incorporated in the memory
device itself. The scheme is scalable to a very large number
of processors because it makes no assumptions about the
system size, memory bandwidth or interconnection struc
ture. The method relies on a selectively clearable cache
using a special memory device for the tag valid bits. The
method does not introduce any extra rjelays over conven
tional cache designs. The additional hardware required is
minimal, and can be incorporated easily into an .existing
computer system. Simulation results indicate that the per
formance of the cache is not degraded significantly when
coherence is maintained.. Some optimisations have been
presented which further improve the performance.
The optimisations are quite simple to implement. The
simulations would indicate that the direct map clear solu
tion proposed in section 5.2 (del) provides the best perfor
mance. This scheme improves the selectivity of the cache
clear significantly when a set associative memory is used.
If a write back policy is required then the optimisations
suggested in section 5.3 should be applied.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Discrete Fourier Transform or DFT is an extremely
important computation, and is involved in many analytical
and image processing applications of computers. DFTs
are performed on a data sequence of N terms x(0), x(l),...,
x(N—1) and produce another sequence of values called
the transform sequence X(0); X(l), ..., X(N—1) whose
terms are defined by the following equation:
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N-l
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n=0
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Multiprocessor systems can provide improved
performance for many large computations. The Fast
Fourier Transform is an example of this class of
computation with many important applications. This
paper considers several parallel algorithms developed for
a multiprocessor architecture with distributed memory.
Concurrent algorithms are developed from the CooleyTukey Fast Fourier Transform for hypercube processor
network configurations, and from a parallel GoodThomas Fast Fourier Transform for tree network
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where k = 0,1,..., N-l
and

w = e _12tt/N

The fastest algorithms for computing DFTs are called Fast
Fourier Transforms, or FFTs. An FFT which calculates
the transform of a data sequence with N terms is called an
N-point FFT.
This paper describes how two particular FFT algo
rithms can be adapted to machines with multiprocessor
architectures. A parallel version of the Cooley-Tukey FFT
is described which can be implemented on any architec
ture of 2" processors. Examples of the calculation of some
simple 4-point and 8-point Cooley-Tukey FFTs on two
and four processors are given. Methods of extending the
maximum size of the FFT and extending the number of
processors that can be used are also described. A parallel
version of the Good-Thomas FFT which can be imple
mented on any number of processors is also described. The
performance was measured for both of the implementa
tions on different numbers of processors; these results are
presented in the paper.
2. BASIC FFT ALGORITHMS
FFT algorithms came into widespread use in digital signal
processing after the publication of the Cooley-Tukey
algorithm (Cooley, 1965). The Good-Thomas algorithm
had already been published at the time of the CooleyTukey FFT paper but it had received little attention. Small
improvements to the Cooley-Tukey FFT were made over
the following years until the Winograd small-N FFTs and
the Winograd nested FFT were announced in 1976
(Winograd, 1978). The Winograd small-N FFTs are con
sidered optimal in calculating N-point DFTs where N is a
prime or a power of a prime, but are really only practical if
N is less than 20. In this context, optimal means calculating
the transform with the minimum number of multiplica
tions. All these FFTs and the theory behind them can be
found in any of the numerous books on the topic of fast
algorithms and transforms (for example Blahut, 1985 and
Elliot, 1982).
Parallel algorithms to compute FFTs appeared as early
as 1968 (Pease, 1968). Another FFT designed to run on a
parallel vector processing machine is detailed by Lau
(19 86). The parallel algorithms discussed in this paper are
suitable for multiprocessor systems with distributed
memory. Examples of machines with such an arrangement
include the connection machine (Daniel-Hillis, 1986) and
transputer networks (McBurney, 1987; Pritchard, 1987
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and Welch, 1987). These machine architectures do not
have shared memory and avoid problems such as syn
chronisation and memory access bottlenecks. Instead the
central problem is finding a fast communication system; it
involves finding strategies both for keeping the messages
small, and for distributing them to all the processors for
which they are intended. If this problem is not resolved,
processors will be dealing with communication most of the
time, rather than the work originally assigned.
3. A PARALLEL COOLEY-TUKEY FFT
The Cooley-Tukey FFT takes a data sequence of size N
and after performing N complex additions and N/2 com
plex multiplications by powers of w reduces the N-point
FFT into two N/2-point FFTs. By repeated application, a
2"-point FFT is broken down in N-l steps to 2n_1 2-point
FFTs which are trivially calculated. The following equa
tions show how a 4-point FFT is performed on a data
sequence of four terms x0, x1; x2, and x3. Four complex
additions and two complex multiplications by the twiddle
factors w° and w1 reduce the FFT to two 2-point FFTs: one
on the intermediate terms a0 and a! to produce the even
transform terms X0 and X2, another on the terms a2 and a3
to produce the odd transform terms X, and X3.
This FFT is suitable for parallel implementation
because the same calculation is performed on different sets
of data many times. Over a few steps the original data
sequence is modified and can then be divided into equal
portions requiring smaller FFTs to be applied to them
These smaller FFTs can be calculated separately without
any communication between the calculating processors
until the final results are produced.
However the algorithm as it stands has several unfortu
nate features. Before the data sequence is divided into
portions on which separate calculations can be performed,
many arithmetic operations must take place. As shown
from the equations, four additions and two multiplications
are performed before the 4-point FFT calculation is
divided into two 2-point FFTs. The greater the number of
separate points the calculations are to be divided into, the
greater the number of initial arithmetic operations are
required. These initial calculations should be performed in
parallel as well as the final stages of the algorithm.
The parallel algorithm detailed^ below fulfils this
requirement as every processor is involved immediately in
the FFT calculations. Also no arithmetic operation on the
same data sequence terms is ever duplicated on any pair of
processors. The best arrangement of these processors was
found to be a cube topology (square, cube, tesseract, etc)
when exchanges of values are only required between pro
cessors connected by an edge.
The calculations required to compute the transform
sequence of a 4-point Cooley-Tukey FFT are:

These equations show that the four point FFT is calculated
in two stages. All the aj terms are calculated first, and then
the next stage uses these values to compute the final trans
form sequence terms. Figure 1 demonstrates how these
calculations may be executed in parallel on 2-connected
processors (i.e. processors that form a 1 -cube).
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Figure 1. Communications in a two processor configuration.

The next set of equations and Figure 2 show how this
approach can be extended for the calculation of an 8-point
FFT on four processors. The four processors form the
corners of a 2-cube or square. Note that an N-dimension
cube, or N-cube, can be produced from two copies of an
(N-l) cube by connecting each corner of one (N-l)
cube to the corresponding corner on the other (N-l) cube.
By this approach, the above implementation can be
extended to a hypercube configuration of any dimension.
Figure 3 illustrates the position of the eight processors in a
3-cube configuration suitable for calculating a 16-point
FFT. The number of each processor signifies which terms
in the transform sequence that processor would finally
calculate. That is, processor 0 would calculate the terms X0
and X8, processor 1 would calculate the terms X, and X9,
and so on.
Using the method described above, an implementation
of a 1024-point FFT would require a 9-cube configuration
of 512 processors. There will always bean upper bound on
the number of processors available; therefore in order to
calculate large FFTs with a small number of processors
several options are available.

i

Xo — ao + al

a0 a2
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Figure 3. Processors in a 3-cube configuration.

The first option requires that each processor simulate
the execution of a large number of processors in one part of
a higher dimension hypercube. These simulated proces
sors could be connected by multiplexing the physical links
between processors. This approach would be conceptually
identical to the cube algorithm originally described above
but worse performance would be expected because each
processor now performs the work of two or more proces
sors, and extra communication overheads result from the
multiplexing and routing of messages passed between the
processors.
In the original approach, every processor performs cal
culations on only two values at any one time. Another
extension of this algorithm is to modify each processor so
that it performs calculations on four, eight or an even
greater number of values. In this extension the original xi;
a;, bj, and Xj terms can now be considered as representing
vectors, or arrays of values. Now single values are not
exchanged between processors but rather arrays of values,
which overall will reduce communication overheads. This
second option was adopted and implemented in the exper
iment described in Section 5.
For example, the calculation of a 1024-point FFT on
eight processors is performed as follows. The data
sequence is initially distributed amongst all eight proces
sors. Each processor then performs 128 additions and 64
multiplications on the terms it has in its possession. Half of
the results it calculates are exchanged with a neighbouring
processor in the directions up or down, depending on
whether the processor considers its position to be on the
top or bottom of the cube. This procedure of calculation

and exchange is repeated twice more, so that values can be
exchanged between the front and back of the cube and the
faces to the left and right of the cube. Finally, each proces
sor performs a 128-point FFT on the values it currently
possesses, and the resulting terms are collected and passed
back to the controlling processor.
4. A PARALLEL GOOD-THOMAS FFT
The Good-Thomas algorithm computes an N-point FFT,
where N has two relatively prime factors N’ and N”. It
breaks a large FFT into smaller FFTs by mapping the data
sequence values onto an N’xN” array. Then N”-point FFTs
are performed on the rows of the array and N’-point
FFTs on the columns of the array. For example, a 15 -point
FFT is calculated by mapping the data sequence terms into
a 3x5 array. The values in the array are transformed by
calculating five 3-point FFTs on the rows of the array and
then three 5-point FFTs on the columns. Finally, the fif
teen values in the transform sequence are taken from the
values now in the array.
The large number of smaller FFTs required can be
calculated easily in parallel by farming the numerous rows
or columns of values out to several processors and collect
ing the results once they have been calculated. The GoodThomas FFT eliminates the numerous preliminary addi
tions and twiddle factor multiplications of the
Cooley-Tukey algorithm. In addition, if the Winograd
small-N FFTs are used to calculate the smaller FFTs,
fewer complex multiplications are required than the
Cooley-Tukey FFT to compute similar sized transforms.
The arrangement of processors for this method would
ideally connect every processor to the controlling proces
sor directly. Unfortunately, this is not always possible due
to the limitation of links per processor (for example trans
puters have only four links each). Therefore multiplexing
and routing of messages is required to link all the proces
sors. A possible arrangement of processors for two, four
and eight processor implementations is shown in Figure 4.
The servant processors are those which will perform actual
FFT computations.
Some servant processors in the above arrangements
will perform the calculations allocated to them over a
longer time than others because they will have more com
munication overheads. Servants at the end of the tree
structure only have one link through which they receive
their calculations and pass back their results. Servants in
the middle levels of the tree have to direct data to other
servants to which they are connected, and pass back results
other than their own. Because of this, the order in which
results are returned to the controlling processor will not
necessarily correspond to the order in which the data
values were sent out, and the controlling processor must be
able to cope with this. To resolve these problems, when an
array or piece of the data sequence is passed out to be
calculated, it is accompanied by two extra numbers:
— A number denoting the processor for which the data is
designed.
*
— A number describing where on the array of values the
values originated.
These numbers do not affect the calculations performed on
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implemented on transputer configurations of differing size
to establish the amount of improvement in performance
produced by the addition of extra processors. In total five
different algorithms were implemented; the two described
in this paper achieved the best results. The other three
algorithms can be found in Briggs (1987).
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servant

servant
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Figure 4. Possible arrangements of processors for the parallel GoodThomas FFT.

the piece of data. When the results are returned, they
enable the controlling processor to know which processor
is free to perforin the next calculation required, and where
in the array to place the returned results.
Overall, the above combined method has many advan
tages, including its dynamic load balancing, which guaran
tees calculations will only be given to those processors
ready to perform them. Another advantage of this imple
mentation is that the physical configuration of the proces
sors is of little importance, and almost any number of
processors can be incorporated to perform the calculations
in parallel. A reduction in efficiency will occur with this
implementation because of the large communication
overheads created when the numerous small pieces of data
are distributed amongst the processors. However, the
number of communications leaving the controlling pro
cessor depends only on the size of the FFT being calcu
lated, not on the number of processors being used.
The implementation developed using the above algo
rithm was tested by calculating a 126-point FFT (which
mapped the data onto a 9x7x2 array), a 252-point FFT, a
504-point FFT, and up to a 4032-point FFT (which
mapped the data onto a 9x7x64 array). The FFTs smaller
than a 32-point FFT were performed by Winograd smallN FFTs, while the 32-point and 64-pomJ=JFFTs used the
Cooley-Tukey method to reduce the calculation to two
and four 16-point FFTs respectively.
«|S
5. RESULTS
The efficiency E of the implementation of an algorithm on
P processors can be defined as follows (Pritchard, 1987):

|

E _ (time taken on one processor)
P. (time taken on P processors)

Only processors which perform actual calculations are
counted (not, for example, processors which only com
municate with the host machine).
The algorithms were implemented on a network of nine
transputers using the Transputer Development System 2.0
(see INMOS®, 1986a- 1986c). The same algorithms were

5.1 Implementing Parallel FFTs on Transputer
Networks
Every implementation described in this paper was exe
cuted on a maximum of nine T414 transputers. One trans
puter, located on an INMOS B004 evaluation board, was
linked to the host computer, through which all communi
cation with the remaining processors was performed. The
transputer formed the root node for loading of all occam
programs onto the transputer networks used. It was conve
nient to always place the controlling process on this trans
puter. The purpose of this control process was to commun
icate to the ‘outside world’ or the host machine. It also
initiated any FFT calculations by providing the data
sequence values to the remaining processes, and termi
nated any FFT calculation by accepting the transform
sequence values from the remaining processes. All timings
of FFT calculations were performed by the controlling
processor, in addition to the above tasks.
Because the controlling processor never actually per
formed any calculations, it was not considered as an avail
able processor when the efficiencies presented in the next
section were calculated. Even when the single processor
FFT performance was being measured, the controlling
processor passed the data sequence to another of the trans
puters, and accepted the transform sequence back when
the calculation was finished.
The transputers performing FFT calculations each
have 256 Kbytes of memory. This limits the size of an FFT
on a single processor to a 4096-point FFT in the case of the
Cooley-Tukey implementation. Therefore, performance
evaluation of all implementations was only undertaken up
to 4096 points even when larger FFTs could haye been
calculated with several processors. Efficiency calculations
cannot be performed for larger numbers of points without
thdrelated timings for a single processor.
2

5.2 Analysis of Results
For both implementations described, a table of [ srformances and efficiencies is given for different sized FFT
calculations. Each table shows performance measure
ments for varying configurations which differ in the
number of processors they incorporate. The timings were
performed by counting the ticks of the internal clock on
the controlling processor. All timings were started before
the data sequence was distributed from the controlling
processor and were stopped when all transforjn sequence
values had been calculated and returned to the controlling
processor. These extra communication overheads will
always cause some reduction in efficiency.
For the parallel Cooley-Tukey FFT implementation,
Table 1 shows a reduction in time to one-fifth was
achieved with eight transputers for the largest FFTs. What
is more important is the small decrease in efficiency when
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Table 1. Performance and efficiency of the parallel Cooley-Tukey FFT.

FFT size

64

Performance*
oo t single
processor

Performance and efficiency of parallel implementations
2 processors
perf.*
eff

4 processors
perf.*
eff.

8 processors
perf.*
eff.

0.707

13.5

128

19.1
51.8

33.0

0.785

21.4

0.605

256

130.8

82.2

0.796

48.7

0.671

33.8

0.484

512

316.5

197.0

0.803

113.6

0.697

73.5

0.538

1024

459.5

0.808

163.3

1051.1

0.812

259.9
585.4

0.714

2048

742.5
1706.1

0.729

0.568
0.594

4096

3853.1

2365.3

0.815

1302.1

0.740

359.1
783.4

0.615

* all performances measured in milliseconds.

the number of processors in the configuration are doubled,
as is shown in Figure 5.

0.6

.

processor, it displayed the identifying number of the pro
cessor which had completed it. As was expected for the
two processor configuration, the work was divided evenly
between both processors. But for the eight processor con
figuration, it revealed that 50% of the processors did 90%
of the work. This unbalanced load was due to the distribu
tion of the data sequence values taking about as long as the
actual calculations themselves. Therefore, once a calcula
tion had been initially given to every processor, the first
results were being returned at about the same time. One
side of the processor tree was given preferred treatment
and requests for calculations in that branch of the tree were
considered first. As a result, the remainder of the tree was
starved of any calculations. Calculations were being dis
tributed by the controlling processor as fast as it was
capable of doing so, but the reduction in efficiency
occurred because for large amounts of time, each proces
sor was idle waiting for the next calculation. Hence the
four and eight processor configurations were much less
efficient than the two processor configuration.
1.0

,

processors
£

0.4

0.2

-

£ M .
2000

FFT size

Figure 5. Efficiency graph for the parallel Cooley-Tukey FFT.

The results for the tree implementation of a parallel
Good-Thomas FFT proved disappointing. Though the
performance of calculations is almost as fast as the cube
implementation, efficiencies are much lower for the large
configurations. This is because the Good-Thomas FFT
uses fewer arithmetic operations than the Cooley-Tukey
FFT, and so the execution time on a single processor was*
correspondingly much faster. Initially, the results taken for
the two processor configuration proved better in terms of
efficiency than the two processor Cooley-Tukey FFT
implementation (compare Tables 1 and 2), but the four
and eight processor configurations produced efficiencies
much
poorer
than
the
Cooley-Tukey
FFT
implementation.
The reason for this decline in efficiency with larger
configurations became clear when a test was introduced
into the controlling processor. Every time a small FFT
calculation was completed and returned to the controlling
Table 2. Performance and efficiency of the parallel Good-Thomas FFT.

FFT size

Performance*
on a single
processor

Performance and efficiency of parallel implementations
2 processors
perf.*
eff.

4 processors
perf.*
eff.

8 processors
perf.*
eff

126

64.2

40.1

0.800

38.3

0.419

32.1

0.250

252

126.4

77.6

0.814

68.0

0.465

57.1

0.277

504

156.8

0.831
0.844

126.1
244.4

0.517

106.9

0.305

1008

260.6
548.5

206.6

2016
4032

1380.6
3238.4

0.870
0.884

521.4

0.561
0.662

409.2

0.332
0.422

1150.0

0.704

837.4

0.483

325.1
793.6
1831.3

* ill performances mourned in milliseconds.

FFT size

Figure 6. Efficiency graph for the parallel Good-Thomas FFT.

It can be noted in Figure 6 how the efficiency of both
the four and eight processor configurations rises suddenly
at the 2016-point FFT. This is caused by the idle time
problem, mentioned in the previous paragraph, being par
tially solved. All the Good-Thomas FFTs are calculated
on a 7x9xM array where M = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64. By
varying M the size of FFT calculated is varied. The FFTs
from the small 2-point FFT to the 16-point FFT can all be
calculated using Winograd small-N algorithms relatively
quickly compared with the calculation of the 32-point
FFT and ther 64-point FFTs are required and they make
up about a third of the calculation. This causes the ratio of
idle time to processing time fdr this stage to be reduced,
and thus a rise in efficiency for this implementation occurs.
If more tests were performed using this type of imple
mentation but with many other sizes, the resulting data
points would be unlikely to plot on a smooth curve. The
efficiency of any particular FFT would be determined by
the size and number of the FFTs the overall problem is
divided into, not on the size of the FFT alone. For example
a 1728-point FFT (27x64) can be calculated much more
efficiently than a 2520-point FFT (5x7x8x9). The reason
for this is twofold:
— The 1728-point FFT need only distribute data values to
all the processors twice (once for the 27-point FFTs and
once for the 64-point FFTs) while the 2520-point FFT
distributes the data values four times.
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— The data is distributed in larger portions for the 1728point FFT than for the 2520-point FFT and so fewer
messages need be passed at each stage of the
calculation.
6. CONCLUSION
6.1 Results
Several interesting conclusions can be drawn from the
results presented. No implementation achieved an effi
ciency greater than 0.9; not even implementations on config
urations of only two processors could attain results in this
range. One reason for this is the extra communication time
involved in passing the data and transform sequences
between the controlling processor and those actually per
forming calculations. For all FFT calculations these mes
sages consist of large arrays of complex numbers. For
example, the data sequence of even a 128-point FFT
consists of over one thousand bytes (using 32-bit floating
point numbers).
In the case of the Good-Thomas parallel FFT, the same
amount of communication occurred between transputers
for both the single and two processor configurations. The
difference with the two processor configuration was that
the messages distributed were divided between two pro
cessors. While the amount of communication was the
same, by using two processors the total time can never be
halved. Only the time spent performing actual calculations
can be halved. This resulted in the two processor configu
ration taking more than half the time to perform the same
FFT as one processor. Because of this, there was a reduc
tion in efficiency for all configurations tested.
Another feature of the results is that for both implemen
tations an increase in the number of processors used
implied a decrease in the efficiency of the processors
overall. The reason for this includes communication time,
which is not reduced when multiple processors are used.
Also, as configurations become larger this communication
time has to increase, as information must travel to and
from processors further from the controlling processor,
thus reducing the efficiency for the overall calculation.
From this we can conclude that the large size of the data
involved in FFT calculations prevents any implementation
from having an efficiency close to 1.0. It also causes every
increase in the number of processors to result in a decrease
in efficiency.
&
6.2 Limitations of this Study
The University’s nine transputer network was believed to
be one of the largest available in Australia at the time that
this work was carried out. Nevertheless by having only
nine transputers to work with, some implementations
could only be tested on two or three different combinations
of processors. Because of this shortcoming, it is not clear
how efficiency reduces for larger numbers of processors.
For large configurations, this reduction in efficiency may
become negligible, allowing the efficiency of these con
figurations to remain at an almost constant value. Further
work on investigating the properties of FFT implementa
tions on larger networks would be valuable.
With the parallel version of the Good-Thomas FFT,
better efficiencies were achieved on two processors from

this implementation than the Cooley-Tukey FFT (see Fig
ures 5 and 6). However the results from implementations
on larger configurations proved to have much lower effi
ciencies than the Cooley-Tukey FFT. This inefficiency,
discussed in the previous section, is due largely to the time
taken up with communication. By employing a different
method of distributing the data sequence values this com
munication time might be reduced; it is likely that a better
Good-Thomas implementation remains to be found.
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We suggest a new approach to analysing the dynamic
aspects of structured specifications, in which dataflow
diagrams are considered as stream processing
specifications, and data dictionaries as data generators. In
our approach, the correlation between data items and
processes which transform them is clearly revealed and
the process description conforms to the dataflow
diagrams. Control information implicitly contained in
structured specifications may also be deduced from the ‘
data generators.
In order to provide a formalism for representing
structured specifications in a machine readable form, we
have defined a language SPEX. It uses a single conceptual
framework, the stream, for the uniform representation of
each component of structured specifications. A particular
emphasis is on the specification of data dictionaries. Data
dictionaries represented in terms of data generators
facilitate automatic derivation of control information
from SPEX specifications..
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1. INTRODUCTION
The data flow model of computation focuses on the major
data flows and the transformations upon them in a soft
ware system. Structured analysis (Gane and Sarson, 1979;
DeMarco, 1978) which is widely used in formalising the
requirements process is a representative example based on
this computational model. Structured analysis is basically
a collection of manual procedures for defining and specify
ing a software system. Validation of the initial require
ments relies on informal inspection.
A software system in structured analysis is modelled as
a set of processes interchanging data flows. Data flows are
transformed in a process and can be stored temporarily in a
data store for later transformation. A process is decom
posed into subprocesses and each subprocess may con
tinue to be decomposed until the decomposed process is
sufficiently well-understood to be detailed in the specifica
tion. This model is represented graphically in the form of
data flow diagrams for presentation and refinement.
Components of the data flow diagrams are further speci
fied in the data dictionary. The data dictionary is also a
means of structuring data. An integrated set of data flow
diagrams, data dictionary, and mini-specifications consti
tutes structured specifications.
Validation of the software requirements proceeds
either statically or dynamically. Static analysis is based on
the declarative semantics of structured specifications. Fea
tures such as incomplete data flows and unbalanced
decompositions can be analysed statically. In dynamic
analysis, data flow diagrams are considered as directly
dictating the working system. This approach facilitates
rapid prototyping based on structured specifications.
However, it often requires operational semantics of data
flow diagrams in order to determine sequencing informa
tion, and the time when a process is activated. In principle,
these added semantics should not obscure the simplicity
and clarity of structured specifications.
Two varieties of operational semantics for data flow
diagrams are distinguished:
(a) Availability mode in which processes are activated
in an order determined by the availability of input
data;
(b) Demand mode in which processes are activated in an
order determined by the requests for data.
There have been many attempts to apply these seman
tics to the structured analysis paradigm (Tate and Docker,
1985; Babbll, 1982; Olson, 1985). Most of these attempts
are confined to functional primitives and the results of the
analysis do not reflect the top-down refinement process
naturally. Furthermore, the relationship between data dic
tionaries and their use is not clearly shown.
It should be noted that the data dictionary may also be
refined in the top-down fashion. If we consider both data
flow diagrams and the data dictionary at the same time, the
decomposition hierarchy exposed by structured specifica
tions is more than just the refinement process. Consider the
following set of data flow diagrams and a data dictionary
(Figure 1).
We cannot regard diagram 4 and bubble 4 of diagram 0
as containing the same semantics since diagram 4 cannot
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Diagram 0

Diagram 4

Data dictionary
E - {F> + (Q)
Figure 1. Sample structured specifications.

convey the fact that data 2?not only consists of .Fand Q but
also needs multiple occurrences of F and an optional Q.
There is a significant difference between earlier works and
our point of view in this respect. Let us consider a system
consisting of n (bottom level bubbles), i (net inputs to the
system), o (net outputs from the system), and 6 (data
dictionaries). In earlier attempts, structured specifications
have been considered as containing the semantics of:
o

= 7r(t),

but in our point of view, they are modelled as containing
the semantics of:
o = 7r’(0,
where n means the construction both 7r and 5. The corre
lation between 7r and 8 should be revealed clearly.
We note conceptual similarities between the stream
processing model and the concepts of structured analysis.
The activities specified in structured specifications may be
viewed as a sequence of stream processing activities con
sisting of data stream generation, transformation, and
reduction processes. Data dictionaries may be considered
as stream generators rather than passive data structures. It
also provides a simple but powerful vehicle suitable for
specifying the data dictionary and mini-specifications.
We have defined a language SPEX (stands for execu
table SPEcifications) (Kim and Kwon, 1987) to express all
aspects of structured specifications. It uses a single concep
tual framework, the stream, for the uniform representation
of each component of structured specifications. A particu
lar emphasis is on the specification of cfata dictionlries. An
interpretation method for structured specifications pre
pared in SPEX is also proposed. It gives a better insight
into the correlation between processes and data diction
aries compared with other dynamic analysis techniques.
Control features implicitly contained in structured specifi
cations may also be deduced from the stream processing
model.
2. DATA FLOW COMPUTATION AND STREAM
PROCESSING
Stream processing (Abelson et al., 1985; Burge, 1975;
Henderson, 1980;Ida and Tanaka, 1983) is an abstraction
technique which proved to be useful for side-effect free
data flow computation. In non-technical terms, a stream is
a sequential flow of meaningful data items and may con
tain an arbitrary (possibly infinite) number of elements.

Streams can be used as standard interfaces for data flow
oriented programs (Abelson et al., 1985; Henderson,
1980). Streams have been used for defining abstract data
types (Burge, 1975) and a recent attempt has been
reported to use stream processing in code optimisation
related to loop fusion (Goldberg, 1984).
Both structured analysis and the stream processing
model offer simple but powerful notational and concep
tual vehicles suitable for representing data flows and
manipulations upon them. However, stream processing
uses a single conceptual tool, the stream, for representing
all aspects of data flow diagrams, data dictionary, and
mini-specifications.
Streams are mainly used for the specification of linearly
sorted elements in a natural order. A stream whose ele
ments are a, k(o), X(X(ct)), ... may be completely defined in
terms of a seed a and a generating function X;X may also
refer to the stream being defined, which results in a selfreferential structure.
The most striking feature of the stream is the circular
definition known as data recursion. Since the storage of a
computer is finite, data recursion is an uncommon feature
in most programming languages. It has been shown that
self-referential structures may be converted into a simple
structure by using a fixed-point-finding function called Y
(Curry, 1972).
An example of data recursion and its simple structure is
given in Figure 2. This stream generator specification
denotes a stream containing infinite sequences of 1,2, and
3. Data recursion is a suitable form of notation for this kind
of streams.
OneTwoThrees

- 1, 2, 3, OneTwoThrees
- 1, 2, 3. 1, 2. 3. OneTwoThrees
- 1, 2.3. 1. 2, 3. 1, 2, 3, ...
- YXX.(1.2. 3. X)

Figure 2. Data recursion.

.

^

fybstract programs with streams as the basic data structurS'may be viewed as a combination of stream generators,
transformers and reducers, which roughly correspond to
input, processing and output functions in conventional
programming languages (Figure 3).
•f

ReaK
world

Stream
world

input

stream

generator

stream

transformer
(1 or more times)

output

reducer

Figure 3. Stream processing model.

Stream generators take concrete data elements as input
and produce streams similar to data declaration and initial
isation in many procedural languages. Since streams may
contain an infinte number of elements, generators are
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often implemented by the lazy evaluation technique.
Transformers map streams into other streams. Reducers
take streams as input and produce concrete structures.
Stream programming (Ida and Tanaka, 1983) is a pro
gramming methodology which utilises these conceptual
tools. Organising programs in this way greatly enhances
the ability to formulate abstractions that capture common
patterns of data manipulation.
The concept of state does not exist in stream program
ming. Instead, application history of the generators, trans
formers, and reducers constitute the state of computation.
This idea resembles that of the traditional functional pro
gramming which emphasises referential-transparency.
A diagramming technique for stream abstraction is
available for visualising stream processing. A network of
communicating processes (NCP) (Henderson, 1980),
depicts a stream processing program as a set of processes
communicating through streams of values. These pro
cesses may be considered to be executed either sequen
tially or in parallel, employing data from their input
streams and sending data to their output streams. Syn
chronisation of these activities must be ensured.
An NCP for the stream OneTwoThrees is shown in
Figure 4. The incident arrow denotes its argument and the
outgoing arrow its result. The circle denotes the cons oper
ation following the tradition of LISP, hence its two argu
ments and one output.

OneTwoThrees »

Figure 4. Network of communicating processes.

The fork in the arrow labelled OneTwoThrees indicates
that this value is an output of the entire NCP and is fed
back to the last cons operation. The correspondence
between this NCP and the definition of OneTwoThrees is
quite clear. NCP would be more effective if we developed
the network before deriving the corresponding stream
processing program.
Both data flow diagrams and the stream processing
model treat the transformation upon data flows as the
basic computation process. However, stream abstraction is
free of side effecting data manipulation. No particular
distinction is made between data and processes in stream
abstraction since infinite data structures facilitate dataoriented specification of control features.

3. FORMALISATION OF STRUCTURED
SPECIFICATIONS
Manual tools each with its own notational scheme make
deriving a specification a difficult task for users or system
analysts. In a previous paper, we have defined a new
specification language SPEX (Kim and Kwon, 1987)
which has been developed from earlier works on the for
malisation of structured specifications. SPEX is based
upon a single conceptual framework, the stream, for the
uniform representation of each component of structured
specifications. A particular emphasis is on the representa
tion of data dictionaries.
3.1 Features of SPEX
In SPEX, entity is the basic unit of specification. Modular
ity and uniformity will enhance comprehensibility of the
resulting specifications. For that purpose, all the informa
tion associated with an entity is encapsulated into a single
entity specification, and the form of the entity specification
is made uniform across all types of entities. In its structure,
SPEX is a non-procedural and stream tailored language.
An entity definition has the following form:
entity-type(entity-name):=
let auxiliary-specification
relational-specification
in
functional-specification
An entity may be of either process or data type. The
auxiliary specification is introduced to deal with aliases of
entity names and local definitions. Either a functional or
relational specification must be included in each object.
The functional specification includes information
about the operations of functional primitives and data
dictionaries. It is defined in purely functional form, and
deals with functional objects and streams only. Many use
ful utilities for stream handling such as map, filter and
reduce are already defined, most of which were borrowed
from earlier works on stream programming (Barstow,
1985; Abelson et al., 1985;Burge, 1975;Henderson, 1980;
Ida and Tanaka, 1983). These utilities may be used to
control the computation process. The relationship between
stream programming utilities and conventional language
constructs was shown by Barstow (1985).
Two kinds of relationships are provided in SPEX: the
relationship between an active entity and passive entities
at the same level and the relationship between entities at
adjacent levels. Important relationships are emit (net
output data from processes), input (net input data to pro
cesses), and subpart (levelling and decomposition hie
rarchy of entities).
If all the details of data flow diagrams are to be speci
fied, the specification would become voluminous, and
specifying and understanding the requirements would be a
non-trivial task. SPEX represents the inter-entity relation
ship in only the active voice and it is the responsibility of
the interpreter to fill in the complementary relationship.
An example is given in Figures 5 and 6 to show how SPEX
should be used.
A rule for deriving the relationship emitted-by (which is
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Parent diagram

sourceprogram

compilerfront-end

intermediate-code

Child diagram
sourceprogram

scanner

token-stream

get-a-char

parser

tokenize

parse-tree / code- \ code
(generation/

token-stream

components of each data item and specify methods of
constructing composite data. Defining occurrences pro
vide the evaluation mechanism for each generating
function.
Each data dictionary construct is associated with data
generators. Data generators are specially defined func
tions. The constructs allowed in SPEX are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Data generators in SPEX.
DD

Generating function

Defining occurrence

+

Cartesian product

cp(x„..,xn)

[]

Disjoint union

du(x„..,xn)

0

Kleene closure
Restriction operator

kl(x) = cp(xO), kl(x)) = x(), x(),...
kl(x,ij) =
if (i = j) then x()
else cp(x)0, kl(x,i+l j)
kl(x,i) = kl(x,i,°°)
kl(x,j) = kl(x,l j)
kl(x„) = kl(x) = kl(x,l,°°)

0

Optional data

op(x) = du(x(), *x*), *x* is a comment

**

Comment entries

undefined

Figure 5. Structured specifications for the compiler front-end.
ifi)
process(compiler-front-end)
let
front-end - compiler-front-end
subpart scanner, parser, code-generator
input
source-program
write
intermediate-code
process(scanner) :«
let
lexical-analyzer - scanner
subpart get-a-char, tokenize
input
source-program
emit
token-stream
process(parser) :■*
input
token-stream
emit
parse-tree
process(code-generator) :»
input
parse-tree
emit
code
process(tokenize)
emit
in
...

token-stream
• mini-specifications *

data(code)
• data generators *
data(intermediate-code)
• data generators *

Figure 6. SPEX specifications for the compiler front-end.

a complementary relationship of emit) may be expressed
as:
data(S) is emitted-by process(7r) iff

3 process tt such that process(7r) emit(s) 8,
the type of which is data
If there,, exists no process(7r) for the data(<5) satisfying
the above rule, it is considered as an error. This kind of
error may e detected statically.

f

3.2 Specification of Data Dictionaries
SPEX emphasises three aspects of data dictionaries: nam
ing scheme, generating functions and defining occurrences.
The naming scheme is used to establish hierarchy among
data entities. Generating functions identify the structural

iO
Oi
ii

Data generators represent all the basic ingredients of a
data dictionary using stream generators. The only differ
ence between data generators and data dictionaries is how
to interpret them; data generators are active objects which
generate the required data objects on demand, whereas
data dictionaries are passive data structures.
A file in structured specifications is somewhat different
from that of conventional programming languages. Ordi
nary data items in a data flow diagram are processed as
they arrive, whereas the data in a file»can be accessed in
any order. In SPEX, files are represented as abstract data
types* which encapsulate operations upon them. Operatiqjjs allowed upon files are refer, write and update.
Syntactic constructs prepared for files are similar to
those for ordinary data iteftis in that files are represented as
instances of the Kleene closure construct. But the contents
of files may be filtered by write/update requests. In SPEX,
this mutability is represented by appending an “!” mark to
the'field.
As an example, the file intermediate-code in Figure 6
may be specified in the following way (we assume that
only the next-operation field may be altered by the
write/update requests).
data(code) =
’*•
cp(op-code, operand-1, operand-2, next-operation!)
data(intermediate-code) =
kl(code!)
Note that the whole record “code” may also be altered
because it is the basic property of files. Since all the fields
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of files are encapsulated into the entity specifications, this
side effecting feature will not do much harm to the analysis
and specification.
4. INTERPRETATION OF SPEX
In order to make the correlation between processes and
data dictionaries clear, we provide an abstract interpreter
for SPEX. It utilises data generators and the decomposi
tion hierarchy as well as functional primitives.
It was shown in (Kim and Kwon, 1987) that control
features are not contained explicitly in structured specifi
cations. The interpreter presented here may also make the
control information implied by structured specifications
explicit. Data generators with procedural interpretations
are also provided. For example, the Kleene closure data
generator has the following transformation,
o - kl(x)
input:
x (an operation)
output: o (a stream)
—■ while true do {
x:= consume(x)
produce(o, x)
}

which implies a looping construct in conventional pro
gramming languages. Similarly, the disjoint union data
generator implies a multi-way branch construct.
4.1 Hierarchy Clashes and (/(-formulae
A situation in which a data entity and the processes asso
ciated with it are not decomposed to the same extent is
called a hierarchy clash, which is the major reason why the
decomposition hierarchy was not utilised in earlier
dynamic analysis.
It is still better to utilise the decomposition hierarchies
than to ignore them at all, even when hierarchy clashes
frequently occur. We introduce the (/(-formula to resolve
hierarchy clashes.
Definition
A (/(-formula for a SPEX entity E is defined by an ordered
pair < p, e > satisfying one of the following properties:
If E is an entity of data type,
p is E itself and, e is determined to be one of the
following cases:
a. if E has a functional specification 7r, e is it
b. if there exists a process x which emits E and
is placed at the lowest level of the decom
position hierarchy, then e is the functional
specification of x
c. otherwise, e is bound to a built-in read function.
If E is an entity of process type and emits/writes/updates
8, then
p is 5 and,
if < 8, €„ > is the (/(-formula of 8, then e is e„.
The decomposition hierarchy is useful for the interpre

ter with a proviso that there are not too many hierarchy
clashes. The <£-formula guarantees that a process entity or
a data entity is actually related to one or more data entities
at the moment the entity is evaluated. In this sense, the
concept of hierarchy is slightly changed. We compress a
group of entities, which are located between entity E and
an entity containing e as its functional specification. The
word hierarchy is used to mean hierarchy of decomposi
tion among those entities.
4.2 A Model of an Interpreter for SPEX
Structured specifications rewritten in SPEX are subject to
interpretation according to the operational semantics of
SPEX. We provide a set of procedures named the <f>function, (/(-function, and co-function for describing the
operational semantics. The 4>- and (/(-function are the
front-end, and the co-function is the back-end of the SPEX
interpreter. These functions are based upon the term rew
riting mechanism.
The (/(-function (procedure A, below) is defined in
terms of the (/(-formula. Given a SPEX entity, the <j>function generates an expression containing dynamic
properties of that entity such as hierarchical information,
data generators, and functional primitives. Hierarchical
information takes the form of nested streams. Data gener
ators and functional primitives can show the control fea
tures of the given SPEX specification.
Data generators as well as functional primitives are
diffused into the result of the (/(-function by the i/c-function
(procedure B). The diffusion process may also be viewed
as a process of revealing the correlation between processes
and data items. Thus the result of the (/(-function super
sedes earlier dynamic analysis techniques which consi
dered only functional primitives.
Procedure A. <f>(E)
Input: E — a SPEX entity
initially for each entity a, evaluated(a) = false
Output: a reduced expression for E containing hierarchical
information, data generators, and functional
primitives
Note: This procedure uses a diffusion function
(i/i-function).
a. Construct the (/(-formula < n, e> for entity E.
b. Apply the (/(-function (diffusion function) to entities in e.
c. For each entity a where (evaluated | built-in){a) = false
in the resulting expression, apply the (/(-function to it.
d. Replace (/(-function invocation in the expression
obtained during Step b with the results obtained in step
c. Let evaluatediu) = true and let evaluated(E) = true.
e. Factor out the maximal subexpressions and return the
resultant e.
The (/(-function is a recursive evaluator as shown in
Step c and its recursive nature originates from the decom
position hierarchy of structured specifications. Thd <f>function does not detect the base condition of the recursive
evaluator because the problem of proper termination may
be answered by static analysis techniques.
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Procedure B. 0(0(a))
Input: 0(a) — a e-component of a 0-formula of a
SPEX entity, to which the 0-function is
applied one or more times
Output: an expression where the 0-function is distributed
over entities not yet evaluated
repeat applying the following rules in sequence
<K0(cp(xL...,xn))) = cp(f//(0(X[)),i/r(0(xn)))

*K0(du(x, ...,xn))) = du(0(0(x,)),0(0(x„)))
0(0(kl(x))) = kl(0(0(x))).
0(0(op(x))) = op(0(0(x))).
iA(d>(x)) = x, (evaluated | built-iri)(x) = true
iK<Kx)) = 0(x), otherwise
until no rule is applicable,
return the resultant expression.
The resultant expression of procedure A (and B) cor
responds to a fully expanded form of an entity considering
the decomposition hierarchy and the correlation between
processes and data items. It contains both data generators
and built-in procedures. Evaluation of this expression
results in a concrete value or stream. Finally, the back-end
procedure (^-function) for data generators and built-in
procedures is given below:
Procedure C. co(e, env)
Input: e — a SPEX entity, to which the 0-function has
been applied
env — a set of frames containing < variable,
value > pairs
Initially env contains all the definitions of built-in
entities.
Output: a concrete object denoting the whole expression
repeat applying the following rules in sequence
ft)(cp(x,....,xn,) env) = «(x„ env),..., co(xn, env)
w(du(x, ...,xn,) env) = w(x,, env)| ...| w(x„,env)| fail
tu(kl(x), env)) = a>(x, env), <w(kl(x), env) | fail
«j(op(x), env)) = cu(x, env), | fail
oj(x, env) = env (x), built-in(x) = true
cu(x, env) = env[x := read()](x), otherwise
until no rule is applicable,
return the resultant expression.
Interpretation of structured specificatiphs prescribed in
SPEX is conducted in two stages. The 0-functigh, which
utilises the 0-formulae and the 0-function constitutes the
front-end. The problem of hierarchy clashes is effectively
resolved by the 0-formula, which detects a group of enti
ties semantically at the same level. Decomposition hierar
chies among those entities are incorporated into the result
ing expression by applying the 0-function to data
generators. Control features which are not explicitly con
tained in; data flow diagrams may be deduced by applying
the <u-fu|ction to the result of the 0-function.
The itiajor problem with the 0-function is that the
names appearing at lower levels are expanded more than
once thus causing redundant computations due to the
expand-and-evaluate mechanism. This may be resolved if
the 0-function is accompanied by a maximal common
subexpression extraction mechanism.
Processes in structured specifications are not pure func

tions because multiple output streams are allowed and the
concept of state is not excluded. We have shown that files
may be considered as other data entities by selecting a
suitable representation scheme.
Functions with multiple outputs may also be handled
naturally if we implant a data construction facility into
SPEX. If a process p generates a set of output streams a, b
and c, the functional specification of p amounts to a bag
containing those outputs without modifying the
^-function.
Since SPEX provides such a facility as the cp (Cartesian
product) data stream generator, it is straightforward to
transform a specification containing multiple outputs into
a specification containing a bag of single output functions.
A stream processor implemented in a demand driven
manner can work interactively or as a batch system. In
interactive systems, the demands for outputs are not pres
ented all at once. The major source of demands may be
print an output for interactive systems, and print all the
outputs at once for batch processing systems. It is just a
matter of how we implement the w-function.
5. AN EXAMPLE: TELEGRAM ANALYSIS PROBLEM
For an application of our ideas, we take a simplified ver
sion of the telegram analysis problem. A natural language
specification for the telegram analysis problem is as
follows:
A program is required to process a stream of telegrams.
The telegrams are delimited by the word “zzzz”. The word
“zzzz” is not chargeable. The length can not exceed 12
words. The result of the processing is a nice listing of
telegrams accompanied by the word count and a message
indicating the occurrence of an overlength telegram.
Structured specifications and a corresponding SPEX
specification for the above problem is shown in Figures 7
and 8. The SPEX specification is annotated in terms of
stream processing primitives such as map and reduce. For
convenience, map and reduce are assumed to have the
conventions shown in Figures 7 and^B.
*
Xhe interpretation (applying the 0-function over SPEX
enjites) starting from the process analyze-telegram is illus
trated below. For convenience, the steps to be taken during
the application of the 0#-function are cited in lower case
alphabets.
Stage 1:0(analyze-telegram)
a. , < reports, kl(report) >
b. 0(0(kl(report))).
= kl(0(0(report)))
= kl(0(report))
c. for a in (report) do find 0(a) end
*. calls for Stage 2 and returns here
d. kl(0(report))
y
= kl(cp(0(formatted-telegram),
reduce(operation: +,
initial: 0,
stream: map(operation: Ax.l,
stream: cp(kl(word„12),
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“zzzz”)))) - 1

0(overlength-flag)))

SPEX1
map:
reduce:

operation x stream
operation x initial x stream

-*■ stream
-* object

process(analyze-telegram) :let
tan - analyze-telegram
subpart format, find-no-of-words, check-overlength
input
telegrams
emit
reports

Parent diagram
analyzetelegram

telegrams

process(find-no-of-words)
Input
telegram
emit
no-of-words
In
no-of-words reduce{operation: +,
Initial: 0,
stream: map(operation: xx.1, stream: telegram))) -1

reports

process(format)
input
emit

Child diagram

format

formatted-telegrarn

telegram
formatted-telegram

process(check-overlength) :«
input
no-of-words
emit
overlength-flag

telegram
data(telegrams)

find
no-ofwords

no-of-words ( check \ overlength-flag
sT
\overlengthj

let
In

tels - telegrams
kl(telegram)

data(telegram) >

no-of-words

cp{kl(word,.12), “zzzz")
data(reports) :«
kl(report)

Mini-specification {in NCP)

data(report) :cp{formatted-tetegram, no-of-words. overlength-flag)

find-no-of-words

f

map
>s
operation: Xx.1
V stream: j

telegram

reduce [m_
operation: +
initial: 0
stream:

Figure 8. SPEX specifications for the telegram analysis program.
no-of-words

Data dictionary
telegrams
telegram
reports
report

-

{telegram}
{word},* + “zzzz"
{report}
formatted-telegram + no-of-words + overlength-flag

Aliases
analyze-telegram
telegrams

-

tan
tels

Figure 7. Structured specifications of the telegram analysis problem.

c. for a in (formatted-telegram no-of-words overlengthflag)
do find <j)(a) end
*. calls Stage 3 and returns here
d. ^(report)
= cp(d>(formatted-telegram), ^(no-of-words),
d>(overlength-flag))
= cp(d>(formatted-telegram),
reduce(operation: +,
initiahO,
stream: map(operation: Xx.1,
stream: cp(kl(word„12),
“zzzz”)))) - 1

0(overlength-flag))
evaluated(analyze-telegram) = true
evaluated(reports) = true
e. not shown

evaluated(report) = true
e. ...

At step a, the entity analyze-telegram is interpreted as a
d>-formula < reports, kl(report) >. This formula is not a
simple relational description in that it contains control
specific information such as kl Further application of the
(^-function for entity report (step c) following the decom
position hierarchy reveals much more correlation between
report and the processes which derive that data item.
Stage 2: ^(report)
a. < report, cp(formatted-telegram, no-of-words,
overlength-flag) >
b. i/<d>(report))
= <Kcp(formatted- telegram, no-of-words,
overlength-flag))
= cp(d>(formatted-telegram), 0(no-of-words),
d>(overlength-flag))

The analysis of report shows a hierarchy clash; only the
data specification is refined and no process directly emits
report as its output. The role of the ^-formula is to resolve
this situation.
Stage 3: d>(no-of-words)
a. < no-of-words,
reduce(operation: +,
initial: 0,
stream: map(operation: Xx.1,
stream: telegram)) — 1 >
b. iK</>(no-of-words))

= 0(reduce(operation: +,
initial: 0,
stream: map(operation: Xx.1,
stream: telegram)) — 1)
= reduce(operation: +,

»
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initial: 0,
stream: map(operation: Xx.1,
stream: 0(telegram))) — 1)
c. for a in (telegram) do find 0(a) end
*. calls Stage 4 and returns here
d. reduce(operation: +,
initial: 0,
stream: map(operation: Ax. 1,
stream: cp(kl(word„12),
“zzzz”))) — 1
evaluated(no-of-words) = true
e. return reduce(operation: +,
initial: 0,
stream: map(operation: Xx.1,
stream: telegram)) — 1 >

process description conforms the data flow diagrams.
Control information implicitly contained in structured
specifications may also be deduced from the data
generators.
We have designed a language called SPEX to incorpo
rate these features and presented an example to illustrate
our ideas. An interpretation method for specifications writ
ten in SPEX is introduced in terms of the 0-formula and
the 0-function.
An automated executer based on the 0-function for
SPEX is being developed in T (Rees et al., 1984), a dialect
of Scheme, running under 4.2 BSD/UNIX. The lazy eva
luation mechanism of T allows a uniform interpretation
for both batch and interactive systems.

Stage 4: ^(telegram)
a. < telegram, cp(kl(word„12), “zzzz”) >
b. 0(0(cp(kl(word„12), “zzzz”))) =
cp(kl(word„12), “zzzz”)
c. skipped
d. cp(kl(word„12), “zzzz”)
evaluated(telegram) = true
e. return cp(kl(word„12), “zzzz”)
This example shows that the interpretation process is
activated by the decomposition hierarchy and the decom
position of processes goes hand in hand with that of data.
The process of applying the 0-function thus may be consi
dered as a process of revealing the correlation between
processes and data.
If we examine into the result of stage 1 as shown below,
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kl(cp(...
reduce(operation: +,
initial: 0,
stream: map(operation: Xx. 1,
stream: cp(kl(word„12),
“zzzz”))) - 1
...))

the overall structure of the system being defined has a loop
structure (implied by the k/data generator), which contains
either sequential or parallel invocations qf three compo
nent operations (implied by the cp data generator), one of
which is also a loop structure (implied by the reduce stream
utility). This kind of information cannot be obtained from
other dynamic analysis techniques.
6. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new approach to analysing the
dynamic aspects of structured specifications, in which data
flow diagrams are considered as stream processing speci
fications, and the data dictionary as data generators. In our
approach! the correlation between data items and pro
cesses which transform them is clearly revealed, and the-
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SQL is widely used as a standard relational language
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users can easily formulate a wide variety of queries in
SQL there are other kinds of query which they find very
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of a range of SQL query types dealing with set
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1. INTRODUCTION
The use of the relational model of data in general, and of
SQL in particular, is becoming widespread in commercial
database applications. Despite certain deficiencies (e.g.
Date, 1986b, 1987), SQL allows a wide range of queries to
be expressed rather easily. However, some complex SQL
queries have often proved difficult for the average user to
formulate or even understand. One such class of queries
involves set comparisons. In this paper we provide two
strategies for systematically dealing with queries in this
class.
Both approaches begin by identifying the relevant set
comparison involved in the query, and picturing this by
means of a Venn diagram. The diagram is then translated
into either predicate calculus or set cardinality equations.
Simple algorithms provide a direct mapping from these
translations into SQL. The diagrams provide a systematic
means of formally identifying a wide range of query types
amenable to this approach.
The next section describes how set comparisons may be
diagrammed, and symbolised in predicate calculus and set
cardinality notation. Section 3 deals with the mapping
from predicate calculus to SQL (the existence technique).
Section 4 discusses the mapping of set cardinality formu
lae into SQL (the grouping technique), and examines some
more difficult examples, using both techniques. The con
cluding section reports briefly on pedagogical aspects of
these strategies, and indicates some opportunities for
optimisation and further research.
2. VENN DIAGRAMS FOR SIMPLE CASES
Logicians have developed several diagram methods to
illustrate sets and their relationships. Unlike Euler dia
grams, Venn diagrams are non-spatial, and hypothetical.
Venn circles always overlap, and the relationship between
the sets is shown by marking the regions, e.g. an asterisk in
a region shows something exists there, while shading the
region indicates it is empty. If a region is unmarked, the
question of whether something exists there is left open or
hypothetical.
We restrict our attention initially to the comparison of
at most two sets, A and B, and postpone discussion of
disjunctive conditions (i.e. asserting existence or absence
in a disjunction of regions). With this understood, as there
are four regions in the Venn diagram each of which may be
assigned 3 values (empty, populated, or unknown) there
are 81 (3x3x3x3) possibilities, ranging between the
extremes of all regions empty to all regions populated.
Usually, we are not interested in the region outside the
circles: excluding this region still leaves 27 cases: of these,
we show only a few of those most likely to arise in practical
query situations (see Figure 1).
The usual description of the set comparison is given
above the diagrams. Below the diagrams, a predicate calcu
lus translation is shown: the notation is Peano-Russellian,
using ~, &, V respectively for negation, conjunction and
inclusive disjunction. In line with programming practice,
the propositional operators are evaluated according to the
precedence order: ~, &, V. In line with SQL (but not
Pascal) set membership and non-membership e, i are
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given higher priority than the propositional operators. By
considering set intersections, the set comparisons are also
described in terms of numeric conditions, using n(A) to
denote the cardinality of A etc.
As we will see, these symbolisations are easily mapped
into SQL. It is also possible to choose a mixed translation
using both predicate calculus and set cardinality condi
tions. For example, A = B iff A C B & n(A) = n(B). So A = B
may be expressed: ~ x(x e A & x i B) & n(A) = n(B).
Sometimes a query may involve a comparison of three
sets. Excluding the region outside all the sets, there are
seven regions on the Venn diagram for sets A, B and C. For
non-disjunctive comparisons these regions may be starred,
shaded or left blank; so we have 37 or 2187 possibilities to
begin with. Most disjunctive possibilities can be handled
by disjunction bars and absence-markers (see Halpin and
Girle, 1981). We give an example later. In some cases,
curved disjunctions, arcs and broken arcs are used (see
Halpin, 1986).
disjoint

A n B = { }

~3x(x e A & x e B)
n(A n B) - 0
subset

A £ B

~3x(x i A & x i B)
n(A n B) - n(A)
proper subset

identity

~3x(x 6 A & x i B] S
~3x(x £ B 4 x i A)
n(A n B) = n(A) = n(B)
superset

~3x(x s B & x i A)
n(A n B) - n(B)
proper overlap
A

~3x(x £A4xiB)4
3x(x £ B 4 x i A]
n(A D B) = n(A), < n{B)

A 2 B

*

3x(x f A
3x(xft A
k>3x(x £ A
n(A n B)

& x i
& x s
& xje
>«#<

B) &
B) &
B)
n(A), < n(B)

Figure 1. Venn diagrams for some common set comparisons.

3. SET COMPARISONS IN SQL: THE EXISTENCE
TECHNIQUE
In this section a method for mapping the predicate calculus
representations onto SQL queries is introduced and app
lied to some basic examples. All queries refer to Table 1,
which indicates the languages spoken by various members
of an international committee. We assume that members
are identified by their first name.
Consider query Q1, and its typical SQL formulation.
Here X and Y are correlation variables which are succes
sively assigned each tuple (or row) of the Speaks table (as
in a nested For loop). Nesting one not exists inside another

Table 1. Languages spoken by committee members.
person

language

Ann
Bill
Chris
David
David
Eve
Eve
Fred
Fred
Fred
Gina
Gina
Helen

English
English
English
English
Japanese
English
Japanese
English
French
Japanese
Italian
Japanese
Greek

makes the query difficult to comprehend. With more com
plex queries this style of formulation becomes so convo
luted that it is often dispensed with in favour of a stepwise
approach involving a sequence of smaller queries and the
creation of temporary tables to store intermediate results
(e.g. Date, 1986a). However, our strategies enable such
queries to be systematically formulated in terms of a single
SQL query which is easier to understand.
(Ql) Who speaks at least those language(s) spoken by
Eve?
select distinct person from Speaks X
where not exists
(select * from Speaks Y
where person = 'Eve' and not exists
(select * from Speaks
where person = X.person and language « Y.language))

In the previous section we saw how various set compar
isons could be expressed in predicate calculus without use of
y, 3 and = (these have no counterparts in SQL). The
predicate calculus formula may now be mapped into SQL
using the correspondence shown in Table 2. To help this
mapping, we adopt SQL’s operator priority convention for
predicate calculus: operators with higher precedence are
shown on a higher level.
Table 2. Symbol correspondence.
predicate calculus
e3
~
&

‘T

v

,

g

SQL
exists
in not in
not
and
or

For query Q1, we seek the set of all people x for which
the set comparison of Figure 2 holds. This involves the
superset condition Lx 2. Le. Using Z as a variable ranging
over languages, we may express this as shown.
Lx = set of languages spoken by x
Le = set of languages spoken by Eve
~3i(i e Le & l t Lx)
Figure 2.
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In phrasing this we used lower case “x” as a domain
variable ranging over the people mentioned in the Speaks
table, but SQL does not support domain variables. Using
upper case “X” as a tuple variable ranging over rows of the
Speaks table, we replace“x” by “X.person”. Using our
logic-SQL conversions we now formulate the SQL query
as shown. The matching logic is shown to the left of the
SQL code, comments in braces describe the rest of the
query, and an arrow points to the result of the query.
x:
~3
l
U « Le
Sc l i
Lx
)

select distinct person from Speaks X
where not exists { language spoken by Eve and not by x }
(select language from Speaks
where person » 'Eve'
and language not in { languages spoken by x }
(select language from Speaks
where person - Xperson))
—> {David,Eve,Fred}

Although the condition l e Le could have been coded
with in and a subquery for Le, it is simpler to express it as
shown since the condition is true on each row where
person = ‘Eve’. Obviously this shortcut cannot be used for
i. Moreover, if a conjunction includes more than one e, the
shortcut may be used with only one of these; this is illus
trated in query Q2, which involves mutual exclusion
(disjointness).
(Q2) Who speaks none of the languages spoken by Eve?
Lx

Lx » set of languages spoken by x
Le » set of languages spoken by Eve

~3i(/ e Lx & I e Le|
select distinct person from Speaks X
where not exists ( language spoken by x and Eve )
(select language from Speaks
where person « X.person and language In
(select language from Speaks where person - 'Eve')) —> (Helen)

4. THE GROUPING TECHNIQUE AND MORE
EXAMPLES
Although the predicate calculus mapping is both direct
and comprehensive for expressing set comparisons in
SQL, it is not always the most efficient. Most, though not
all, such queries can be reformulated into shorter queries
using group by and/or in, which usually run considerably
faster in most implementations of SQL. The set cardinality
formulae provided in Section 2 show how set comparisons
may be expressed in terms of numeric comparisons by
considering the intersection and cardinality of the sets
involved. For example, our earlier query Q1 may be dealt
with as follows:
(Q1) Who speaks at least those languages spoken by Eve?
Lx - set of languages spoken by x
Le « set of languages spoken by Eve
n(Lx Cl Le) » n(Le)
select person from Speaks
where language In
(select language from Speaks where person « 'Eve')
group by person having count(*) »
(select count!*) from Speaks where person - 'Eve')

Here the where-clause is used to filter out rows before
forming groups. The first three lines of the query
restrict languages to those common to the person (x) and
Eve. Clearly, the first count(*) = n(Lx n Le) and the second
count(*) = n(Le). We impose the superset condition n(Lx D
Le) = n(Le): if the number of languages that x has in
common with Eve equals the number of Eve’s languages
then x speaks at least all of Eve’s languages.
Strictly speaking, this formulation assumes that Eve
speaks at least one language. If Eve spoke no languages
the query would simply return no rows whatsoever (groups
with count(*) = 0 are empty and are not displayed). Of
course, we know that the assumption does hold; and if we
want to indicate this explicitly we may add an asterisk to
the diagram as shown in Figure 3. Since any group
returned must satisfy the condition of having count(*) > 0,
there is no need to include this as a condition in the query.

We know that n(Le) > 0
So n(Lx n Le) > 0
So count(*) > 0
So answer groups will be shown
Figure 3.

It should now be clear that the disjoint sets case is not
amenable to the grouping approach since all groups would
be eliminated by the condition n(Lx n Le) = 0. We saw
earlier how the query “Who speaks none of the languages
spoken by Eve?” can be formulated with the existence
approach. This query can also be handled fairly simply
with a nested in by converting it to “Who is not a person
who speaks some of Eve’s languages?” thus:
select distinct person from Speaks
where person not in
(select person from Speaks where language in
(select language from Speaks where person = 'Eve'))

The case of equal sets is particularly suitable for the group
ing approach since for each person the intersection count
need only be computed at the start, and then compared
with the counts of the two people involved by using “and”
in the having clause. For instance, consider query Q3.
(Q3) Who speaks exactly the same (i.e. all and only)
languages as Eve?

Lx = set of languages spoken by x
Le = set of languages spoken by Eve
n(Lx n Le) = n(Lx) = n(Le)
select person from Speaks X
where language in
(select language from Speaks where person = 'Eve')
group by person
,
having count(*) =
(select count(*) from Speaks where person = 'Eve')
and count(*) =
(select count(*) from Speaks
where person « Xperson)
—> (David,Eve)
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This convenience applies also to the cases of proper
superset; proper subset and proper overlap. Forinstance the
query “Who speaks all of Eve’s languages and more
besides?” involves a proper superset: its solution is identi
cal to that of Q3 except that “<” is used in place of the final
In practice, other formulae sometimes provide more
efficient solutions. For instance the equality condition for
query Q3 may also be specified as: n(Lx n Le) = n(Le) &
n(Lx) = n(Le). That is, we want those people who speak at
least Eve’s languages and speak exactly the same number
of languages as Eve. This may be set out as shown.
Although lengthier to state than the previous version, this
formulation may be more efficient with large databases
since it avoids any correlated subqueries.
select person from Speaks
where language in
(select language from Speaks where person ■ 'Eve')
group by person
having count(*) » (select count)*) from Speaks where person = 'Eve')
and person in
(select person from Speaks group by person having count(*) «
(select count(*) from Speaks where person ■ 'Eve'))

Now consider query Q4. Notice that the Venn diagram
makes it clear that we leave the question open as to
whether Eve speaks some extra language not spoken by x.
Using grouping, the condition n(Lx n Le) > 0 is automati
cally catered for by the initial filtering out to form the
non-null intersection (first three lines of query); so once
this intersection is formed we need apply only the n(Lx n
Le) < n(Lx) condition.
(Q4) Who has some languages in common with Eve and
some different?
Lx (*

(*)
Vy

J

Le

—» (Davld,Eve,Fred)

Up to now, all our queries have involved just one varia
ble. As an example involving three variables, consider
query Q6. Here the answer required is a set of ordered
triples (x,y,z) such that x, y and z speak the same lan
guages. Though not needed, the intersection has been
marked non-null since x, y and z range over people who do
speak a language.
This is an extension of the equality case Q3. The from
clause forms a Cartesian product. The first conjunct of the
where clause is used to avoid duplication through other
orderings of the triple. The second conjunct restricts us to
rows where x, y and z speak the same language. The
groups (x,y,z) formed thus have a count equal to n(Lx n Ly
n Lz). The having clause now enforces the cardinality
constraint needed for this identity. Of course, query Q6 can
be directly formulated with the existence approach; but on
the SQL implementation tested the grouping approach
runs an order of magnitude faster.
(Q6) List all triples where members speak exactly the
same languages.
Lx
Lx - set of languages spoken by x
Ly = set of languages spoken by y
Lz » set of languages spoken by z

Lx - set of languages spoken by x
Le = set of languages spoken by Eve

n(Lx fl Le) < n(Lx), > 0
select person from Speaks X
where language In
(select language from Speaks where person = 'Eve')
group by person
having count(*) <
(select count(*) from Speaks where person = X.person)
—> (Fred,Gina)

The strategies can be txtended to handle cases involv
ing disjunction, several sets,
several variables. We
have space here for only two simple examples. Query Q5
might be used for finding an interpreter to enable Ann and
Gina to communicate. Here we have three sets. A disjunc
tion bar indicates that something exists in at least one of
the regions it spans. The existence approach provides an
obvious solution.
(Q5) Whb speaks some of Ann’s languages and some of
Gina’s languages?

Lg

select distinct person from Speaks X
where exists
(select language from Speaks
where person = X.person and language In
(select language from Speaks where person = 'Ann'))
and exists
(select language from Speaks
where person = X.person and language In
(select language from Speaks where person « 'Gina'))

Lx * set of languages spoken by x
La « set of languages spoken by Ann
Lg = set of languages spoken by Gina
3/(/ e Lx & f s La) & 31(1 e Lx & l a Lg)

n(Lx

n

Ly

n

Lz) - n(Lx) = n(Ly) >J“n(Lz)

1 * known

/

selectfX.person, Y.person, Z.person
from ' Speaks X, Speaks Y, Speaks Z
whdfe X.person < Y.person and Y.person < Z.person
and Xlanguage = Y.language and Y.language * Z.language
group by Xperson, Y.person, Z.person
having count(*) »(select counl(*) from Speaks where person = X.person)
and count!*) =(select counti*) from Speaks where person = Y.person)
and count!*) =(select count!*) from Speaks where person = Z.person)
—> {(Ann,BUI,Chris))

The two mapping algorithms discussed apply to any
relation R(a,b,..) where the comparison is between compat
ible sets defined in terms of associations within R whose
extensions have no null values or duplicate tuples. Our
examples for the relation Speaks(person,language) satis
fied these criteria. If null values are allowed, the meaning
of the English query needs to be carefully understood with
respect to the status of these nulls, and “.. is not null”
search conditions added if needed. In rare cases, we might
wish to compare sets based on associations which are not
governed by a uniqueness constraint. Consider for
instance Table 3.
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Table 3. Languages used by programmers on projects.
person

language

project

Ann
Ann
Ann
Bill
Chris
Chris
Chris

Pascal
Pascal
SQL
Pascal
C
Pascal
SQL

Alpha
Omega
Omega
Omega
Beta
Beta
Omega

Here the relation Uses_on(person,language,project) indi
cates which programmers use which languages on which
projects. In cases like this, or with relations that are not
fully normalised, we might be interested in embedded
-associations such as Uses(person, language), Works_
on(person, project) or Is_used_on(language, project)
which include duplicates within the context of the whole
relation. In such cases, the existence technique still works.
However the grouping technique must now include the
distinct option to avoid counting duplicates, e.g. consider
query Q7.
(Q7) Who uses at least the languages used on project
‘Omega’?
Lx = set of languages used by x
Lo » set of languages used on Omega
n(Lx

n

Lo) » n(Lo)

select person from Uses_on
where language In { languages used on project Omega }
(select language from Uses_on where project » 'Omega')
group by person
having count)distinct language) » { Nr languages used on Omega )
(select count(distinct language) from Uses_on
where project = 'Omega')
(Ann, Chris)

While the grouping technique is easily extended to
work with the superset case (Q7) and the subset case, it
cannot be so extended for the cases of identity, proper
subset, proper superset and proper overlap. This is because
those SQL dialects that conform to the IBM standard
forbid the distinct option to be used more than once in the
required context. Consider for example Q8: Who uses
exactly the same languages as those used on project
Omega? We incur a syntax error if, by analogy with Q3,
we add another “and count(distinct language) = ..” to the
having clause for Q7. There is no logical reason for this to
be treated as an error, but until this arbitrary syntax rule is
revoked we can handle such cases by the existence tech
nique. We leave it as an easy exercise for the interested
reader to formulate Q8 from: ~3/(Z e Lo & / i Lx) & ~3/(/ e
Lx & l i Lo).
5. CONCLUSION
In this report we have presented a method of formulating
SQL queries which involve set comparisons. The method
uses Venn diagrams, partly to give a clear picture of the
meaning of the query, and partly to facilitate the formalisa
tion of the query in terms of predicate calculus or cardinal

ity conditions. Once this formalisation has been con
structed, the translation into SQL is straightforward. Other
kinds of diagram can assist with other kinds of query
e.g. Lafferty, 1988 . The use of diagrams in general for
query formulation deserves further research. The full
potential of diagrammatic query interfaces for database
systems has yet to be tapped.
Over the last few years, the strategies discussed here
have been taught to over 600 first year students. Their
examination performance indicates that they had little
difficulty mastering the techniques. The most difficult part
of the problem solving process has now become the initial
reformulation of an English query into the appropriate set
comparison (especially choosing the relevant sets): further
work needs to be done in this respect.
SQL was deliberately designed to be a “layered lan
guage” in which simple queries could be expressed by the
casual user familiar only with the simple “top layer” of the
language, while experienced users could formulate com
plicated tasks by delving into lower layers of increasing
complexity. While this design principle is sound, the
designers of SQL have made the lower layers more com
plex and awkward to work with than necessary. The major
logical flaw with SQL is its lack of orthogonality: one
ought to be able to include an expression wherever its
value is legal. With respect to queries involving set com
parisons, the coding task could be simplified by including
the set “function” and contains operator which were origi
nally included in Sequel 2, a precursor to SQL (Cham
berlin et al., 1976). Set(a) returns the set of values of
attribute a for its group, while contains is the superset
operator. Query Q1 could then be formulated thus:
select person from Speaks
group by person
having set(language) contains
(select language from Speaks where person = 'Eve')

Regardless of the final SQL code, Venn diagrams pro
vide a simple means of clarifying what set comparisons
mean. Experience has convinced us that in practice Eng
lish is often ambiguous and SQL is often confusing when
complex queries are to be formulated. We believe that the
human’s task in query formulation should be to produce a
high level, clear picture or statement of what is required;
the computer system should do the rest. SQL is obviously
not the ultimate vehicle for such high level query
expression.
Besides systematising the production of SQL queries
for set comparisons, the methods described in this paper
provide a formal basis for mapping one version of a query
onto another version. Although not always as easy for a
human to formulate, in most cases the grouping version is
far more efficient. As part of its overall strategy, an SQL
optimiser can benefit by first mapping from the entered
query (e.g. existence approach) to a more efficient version
(e.g. grouping approach).
*
In this paper the strategies were illustrated in terms of
queries on a single, small table. Further examples are
available (e.g. Halpin, 1986). Application of the tech-
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niques to more complex cases involving several tables has
highlighted the fact that these queries are often slow to run.
In some cases a human can determine the query result by
applying deductive techiques to the Venn diagram long
before the system returns the answer. Further research is
planned to incorporate such deductive techniques within
the optimisation process. In concluding we wish to thank
the anonymous referees for their helpful criticisms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A knowledge-based system is a computer system which
employs a knowledge base and an inferencing mechanism
to solve problems. An important aspect of such systems is
that the knowledge base is maintained separately from the
inferencing mechanism. The rationale for such separation
is that the usually declarative knowledge contained in a
knowledge base can be more easily modified and updated
if there is no need to refer to the inferencing machinery.
Such systems are also identified by their ability to explain
the steps taken in solving a problem, by reference to the
knowledge base. Also, the knowledge base is usually
represented in a readily human-understandable form.
A rule-based system is a knowledge-based system in
which some variation of the production rule (Davis and
King, 1984) is used to encode knowledge. The term
“expert system” has been used to refer to knowledgebased systems which perform tasks usually performed by
“experts”. The vast majority of these expert systems have
in fact been rule-based systems (Waterman, 1986). A
number of deficiencies however have arisen with the use of
rule-based systems (Williams, 1986). These include res
trictions imposed by the knowledge representation
scheme, the encoding of much implicit knowledge, the
knowledge acquisition bottleneck, and the inability to add
in new types of knowledge to the system after the system
has been developed. Richer methods for representing
knowledge for use by expert systems have thus been
sought. It is in this context that the frames formalism is
introduced.
FrameUP is a representation system based upon
frames. It was developed specifically to provide the facili
ties required for the implementation of an expert system.
The Household Electrics'Fault Finding Expert (HEFFE)
has been implemented using FrameUP. This expert system
has the task of determining the cause of faults in household
electrical wiring.
The aim of the work described here is to represent all
elements of an expert system (tasks, rules, procedures, etc.)
within the uniform structure provided by frames. We show
that at least some of the problems of expert systems, as
discussed in Williams (1986), can be solved. The aim of this
paper is to introduce the terminology of Frames and to
illustrate the use of frames for implementing an expert
system.
2. FRAMES
A frame is a named node of a hierarchical network repres
enting a concept or object. Associated with each frame is a
collection of slot-value structures which represent the var
ious attributes of the concept or object being represented.
Frames are thus somewhat like record structures as found
in other programming languages, where the fields of a
record correspond to the slots of a frame. However, the
values of the slots may be procedures, symbols (numbers,
strings), or the names of other frames, and we may have
one or more of these associated with a single slot at any
one time. A distinguishing feature of frames is that v>hen
values are added or removed from slots, procedures may
automatically be activated to carry out a variety of other
tasks.
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The frames scheme was proposed as a way of represent
ing stereotypical situations (Minsky, 1975), where a ste
reotype of a class of objects is a description of those
features (slots) expected to be found associated with each
object of that class. Some of these slots might represent
defaults, and are used, in the absence of other information,
to provide values for particular instances of the class of
objects described by the stereotype. Other slots record the
distinguishing characteristics of the class of objects: char
acteristics which each object of the class will inherit.
Figure 1 illustrates a simple frame from the world of
household electrical items. This frame represents an
instance of the class of objects known as DeskLamps, and
is named DeskLampl. The other slots indicate that this
particular DeskLamp is NotOperating, that it has the
relation Pluggedlnto with the object named PowerPoint 1,
and that it OperatesFrom an object named PowerPoint2.
DeskLamp, PowerPoint 1 and PowerPoint2 are in fact
the names of other frames. The IsA slot defines the position
of this frame in the hierarchy.
For clarity, the terminology frame.slot is introduced.
Thus, instead of saying that DeskLamp is the value of the
IsA slot of the frame for DeskLampl, we say that DeskLamp is the value of DeskLampl.DA, or more concisely,
that DeskLampl.DA DeskLamp.
DeskLampl
IsA: DeskLamp
Status: NotOperating
Pluggedlnto: PowerPointl
OperatesFrom: PowerPoint2
Figure 1. A frame representing an object.

3. LISP TERMINOLOGY
FrameUP is implemented in a version of the LISP pro
gramming language called Franz LISP. A basic under
standing of LISP is required in order to follow the discus
sion presented below. A brief introduction to the necessary
concepts follows.
LISP is a list processing, functional programming lan
guage. The basic data type is a list, which has the form (a b
c d), where a, b, c and d are either atoml^names) or are
themselves lists. An empty list () is demoted by thAatom nil.
A list consists of a he,dd and a tail. In LISP terminology,
these are the car and the cdr (pronounced “could-er”).
The car (head) of the list above is the atom a, whilst the
cdr (tail) is the list (b c d). When the cdr of the list is an
atom, a dotted pair is used to represent the list. Thus, the
list (a . b) has the atom a as its car and the atom b as its
cdr, whereas (a b) has a as its car and the list (b) as its cdr.
The concept of a function is central to LISP — a func
tion takesa number of arguments and returns some value.
A function definition is identified in LISP as a list whose
car is the special symbol lambda. The cdr consists of a list
of arguments followed by the definition of the function.
Functions can be associated with an atom, thus giving a
name to the function. Function application is effected by
having a function or the name of a function as the first
member of a list, with the rest of the list being the argu

ments of the function. The following example illustrates
both a function definition, and function application. It
defines a function which returns the average of its two
arguments, x and y. The body of the function uses the two
LISP built-in functions called sum and quotient, and
illustrates how the result of one function application can be
used as the argument for another. LISP uses the first-most
inner-most rule of evaluation, so that the sum of x and y is
calculated, and then it is divided by 2.
(lambda (x y) (quotient (sum x y) 2))
Predicates in LISP are functions which return nil to
indicate falsity, and t or any other non-nil object to indicate
truth. The predicate or, for example, evaluates to t if at
least one of its arguments is non-nil. Otherwise it returns
nil. Similarly, (member x y) is true if x is a member of the
list y, and (equal x y) is true if x and y are the same objects.
Variables in LISP are atoms with values associated (or
‘bound’) to them. Also associated with each atom we can
have a property list. This provides a place to store data
associated with the atom. Each property has a name and an
associated value. LISP provides functions to store and to
access these values — (putprop ’a ’b ’c) stores the value b
as property c of a, and (get ’a ’c) returns the value stored as
property c of a (i.e. b). The quotes in these LISP expres
sions indicate that what follows is to be treated much like a
constant — it is not to be evaluated.
Similar in concept to the property list is the association
list. This is a list made up of sub-lists. Each sub-list has the
form (atom value) where value may be an atom or a list.
The value is said to be associated with the atom. The
function assoc takes two arguments, an atom and an
association list, and returns the value associated with the
specified atom in the association list. For example:
(assoc 'c ’((a 1) (b 2) (c 3) (d 4)))
returns (3).
.
t
A variable may have bound to iUa list whiclPhas the
form of a function (i.e. its car is lambda etc.), or a function
cap return a list whose form is that of a function. We can
apply such functions to arguments with the LISP apply.
For example, if the list #
(lambda (x y) (quotient (sum x y) 2))
is bound to the atom a then (apply a '(1 3)) returns 2, the
average of 1 and 3.
" Finally, LISP also provides a macro facility. One prede
fined macro in Franz LISP is called let. This has the form:
(let ((x = a) (y = b)...) lisp-expression)
where all occurrences of x and y in the lisp-expression are
replaced by the values of a and b respectively.
V

4. A FRAMES REPRESENTATION LANGUAGE RLL
Greiner and Lenat (1980) developed the frames idea into a
representation language (RLL), in which as much as pos
sible has a representation using frames. RLL is described
as an “expert system whose ‘task domain’ is itself the
building of expert systems” (Barstow et al, 1983).
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RLL incorporates many of the usual features of a frame
scheme. In particular, objects, concepts and generic
classes are represented as frames, and an inheritance
mechanism is provided. But an important new idea intro
duced in RLL is that for each type of slot known to the
system there should be a frame representing information
about that slot. Figure 2 illustrates such a frame for the slot
Pluggedlnto which appeared in Figure 1. The information
recorded about a slot includes the type of values the slot
can have (specified by the Format and the DataType), how
to compute values for the slot (ToCompute), and whether
such computed values are to be physically stored on the
slot, or computed each time as required (Cache). Such
frames will be referred to in this paper as slot-frames.
Pluggedlnto

IsA: Slot
Description: That which this object is
electrically connected to.
Format: Singleton
DataType: Atom
ToCompute: (lambda (fr) (or (use-rules fr)
(ask-user fr)))
Cache: Never
Figure 2. A frame representing/defining a slot.

The frame of Figure 2 indicates that Pluggedlnto can
appear as a slot on any frame. The value associated with
such a slot will name another object (frame) into which the
object is plugged (i.e. electrically connected). The slot
Pluggedlnto can have only a single associated value which
must be an atom. Whenever a value is required for the slot,
the default procedure is to use the inferencing mechanism
(use-rules), or if this fails, to ask the user. Also, the
value associated with this slot should not be stored (Cache=Never) but rather, computed each time it is required,
indicating that the value may change often.
RLL defines three frame access functions: get-value,
put-value and delete-value. Associated with each slotframe S, either explicitly or implicitly (through inherit
ance), are three corresponding access-slots called ToGetValue, ToPutValue and ToDeleteValue. The function
get-value uses the value stored in the slot ToGetValue of
the frame for a specified slot whenever a value is required
for that slot. Similarly, put-value and delete-value
access the relevant ToPutValue and ToDeleteValue slot for
instructions of how to store or to delete a value.
The value stored in any of these slots can be arbitrary
functions, which may specify, for example, how inherit
ance is to be used, or, in the case of deleting values, which
other dependent values need to be deleted. They also allow
statistics relating to the operation of the system to be
maintained; for example, the number of times that a frame
has been accessed can be recorded. If any of these accessslots is not present, then IsA-inheritance is used to obtain a
value for it. Thus, frames higher up in the hierarchy can
provide these values, allowing the use of defaults.

5. FRAMEUP
FrameUP is an implementation of RLL which incorpo
rates only those features of RLL which were found to be
appropriate for the implementation of expert systems.
Further, FrameUP provides explicit control strategies for
use in expert systems. It implements a formalism in which
tasks are the basic control structure, and production rules
are the basis of inferencing. FrameUP introduces a mech
anism and a control regime for the testing and execution of
these production rules. Below we detail the LISP imple
mentation of the FrameUP system. Then we deal with
those aspects of FrameUP directly related to expert system
construction.
5.1 Frame Representation
In FrameUP a frame is represented as a LISP list, whose
car is the name of the frame, and whose cdr is a list of
associations. This association list connects slot names with
the values stored in the slot. The frame is stored as the
property ‘frame’ of the atom which names the frame. An
example of the representation of a frame is the list:
(DeskLampl (IsA. DeskLamp)
(Status NotOperating)
(Any (a b) (c d)))
which is stored as the property ‘frame’ on the atom DeskLamp 1. This frame is presented pictorially here as:
DeskLampl
IsA: DeskLamp
Status: (NotOperating)
Any: ((a b) (c d))
From this it is apparent that the slot IsA takes as its
value a single atom. Status appears to take a list of atoms as
its value and Any takes a list of lists. The formal specifica
tions of the format and data type of these slots is stored in
the corresponding slot-frames:
(IsA (IsA . Slot) (Format. Singleton)
(DataType. Atom))
(Status (IsA . Slot) (Format. List)
(DataType. Atom))
(Any (IsA . Slot) (Format. List) (DataType . List))
The Format slot of these slot-frames specify the
number of values that the slot can have: “Singleton” indi
cates that the slot can have only one value; “List” indicates
that the slot can have any number of values. The DataType
slot specifies what type of values can be stored in the slot.
The value of the DataType slot is the name of a frame
which has a slot called Predicate having as its value a LISP
predicate function. This function takes one argument and
returns t if the argument is of the correct type, and nil
otherwise. For example, the value of Atom. Predicate might
be (lambda (x) (atom x)), which simply uses LISP’s
build-in atom predicate. The Format and DataType slots
are used to ensure the correct storage of values in slots.
5.2 Basic Access Functions
Three FrameUP functions are defined to provide the'base
level access to frames. These are fup:lookup, fup:store
and fup:remove and would not normally be used by the
end user of the system.
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The primitive retrieval function, fup:lookup takes two
arguments, an atom naming a frame and an atom naming a
slot, and returns the value of:
(cdr (assoc slot (cdr (get frame 'frame))))
That is, from the property list of the atom named frame, get
the property called frame: (get frame ’frame). Find in the
cdr of this list the appropriate slot and return the asso
ciated value, which is the cdr of the list returned by assoc.
We refer to this returned value as the value of frame.s/ot.
This will be nil if either the frame has not been defined, or
the slot does not appear on this frame. The value nil cannot
be stored as the value of a slot.
The function fup:store provides the basic storage facil
ity. It takes three arguments, being an atom naming a
frame, an atom naming a slot and the value to be stored in
frame, s/or. If the frame does not exist, then it is created, and
the slot likewise. Use is made of slot. For/nar in determining
if the value can be stored. If the Format is “Singleton” and
a value is already stored in frame.slot, then the new value
simply replaces the old value. If the Format is “List” and
the new value is already a member of trame.slot, nil is
returned; repeated values not being allowed. Use is also
made of slot DataType to check the data type of the item
being added. The value returned by fup:store is the new
value of frame, s/ot or nil if the attempt failed as above.
The function fup:remove can take one, two or three
arguments, the first being an atom naming a frame, the
second an atom naming a slot and the third a value. If only
the frame name is given, then that frame is removed from
the system. If a frame name and a slot name are given, then
that slot is removed from the frame, along with all its
values. If a value is also given, then just that value is
removed. Nil is returned if the frame, slot, or value do not
exist. Otherwise, the last argument in the argument list (i.e.
either frame name, slot name or the value) is returned.
5.3 User Access Functions
The top-level functions defined for frame access are getvalue and put-value. Their LISP definitions are given
below. These two functions use information stored on the
slot-frame for the given slot to determinenow the, slot is to
be accessed. In particular, get-value*uses slot TgGetValue
and put-value uses slot ToPutValue.

j
|
j

The definitions are straight forward, except for the use
of get-access-fun instead of get-value, in the definition
of get-value. The function get-access-fn firstly attempts
to use fupdookup to simply retrieve a value from ir.sL If
this fails, the IsA-hierarchy is traversed until a value is
found; default functions are always stored at the root of the
hierarchy being traversed.
The concept of inheritance is used widely in framebased systems. Any frame may inherit slot values from
other frames above it in the hierarchy. In FrameUP, such
inheritance can be finely controlled through the use of the
LISP functions stored in the ToGetValue and ToPutValue
slots. Indeed, values for these slots themselves may be
inherited through the slot-frame hierarchy. A default stor
age function and a default retrieval function are associated
with these two slots, and are stored as the values of the
ToGetValue and ToPutValue slots of the frame at the root
of the hierarchy of slot-frames. These default functions
carry out the standard steps to be taken in storing or in
retrieving a value.
The default storage function is default-put-value.
This function takes three arguments; an atom naming a
frame, an atom naming a slot, and a value. The first step
performed by default-put-value is to check if the value
argument is of the correct type. This is done by applying
the predicate stored in Slot.DataType.Predicate to the supp
lied value. (The notation A.B.C refers to the slotnamed C
which appears on the frame which is named by the value of
A.B.) If the value is of the correct type, then fup:store is
used to store it.
The default retrieval function is default-get-value,
which takes, as arguments, two atoms, naming a frame and
a slot, and returns the value of frame, s/of. The value so
returned may have been determined in one of a number of
ways. Firstly, default-get-value uses fupiookup to see if
a value is stored for the specified slot. If this straight
forward lookup succeeds, then that value is returned. Oth
erwise the result of (get-value slot ToCompute), which
is expected to be a function, is applie'd to the atorranaming
the frame. The value so computed is returned as the value
of the function default-get-value.
If a non-null value is found by default-get-value, then
a caching mechanism may be employed. Caching is the
storing of values so tharthey need not be computed each
time they are required (Lenat, Hayes-Roth and Klahr,
1983). Frame.yP allows caching to be controlled dynami

get-value - (lambda (fr si)
(apply (get-access-fn si ’ToGetValue) fr si))
put-value - (lambda (fr si va)
(apply (get-value si ’ToPutValue) fr si va))
get-access-fn =
(lambda (fr si)
(or (fup:lookup fr si)
(get-access-fn (fup:lookup fr ’IsA) si)))

Figure 3. Definition of get-value and put-value.
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cally, and specified individually for each type of slot. The
function cachep is defined in FrameUP as a predicate
which takes two arguments; the first an atom naming a
frame, the second an atom naming a slot. It returns a
non-null value if caching is to be carried out for any new
values determined for frame, slot, using the value of slot Cache to determine this. It does this as follows: Suppose the
value of (get-value slot ’Cache) is X; then cachep will
return t if X is the atom Always, or nil if X is the atom
Never. If X is neither, then it is assumed to be a predicate
function which is applied to frame. Cachep will return the
result of this application. For a given frame and slot, if
cachep returns a non-nil value, then default-get-value
will put-value the computed value in frame, slot.
Consider the example of (get-value DeskLampl
Pluggedlnto). Looking at Figure 2 shows that no ToGet
Value is specified and so the default will be used —
default-get-value — which is inherited from the frame
illustrated in Figure 4 below (since Pluggedlnto is a Slot).
Default-get-value’s straightforward lookup of DeskLampl.
Pluggedlnto fails, so the function stored in Pluggedlnto.
ToCompute is applied to DeskLampl. The result of this
application, if non-null is returned as the value of
DeskLampl .Pluggedlnto.

Taskl
IsA: Task
TypeOfTask: FillSlot
RelevantFrame: DeskLampl
RelevantSlot: ReasonForNotOperating
Figure 5. A typical example of a top-level task for HEFFE.

definition will be in terms of the primitives: get-value and
put-value. The Procedure slot of Figure 6 depicts the type
of definition used to implement a task in FrameUP. In
carrying out a task of this type, most of the work is done by
get-value, so that, for example, Taskl involves evaluat
ing (get-value DeskLampl ReasonForNotOperating).
The result of applying the function stored on the Procedure
slot will be a value, which will be stored on the given slot if
that slot definition specifies caching.
FillSlot
IsA: TypeOfTask
Procedure: (lambda (task)
(get-value
(get-value task ’RelevantFrame)
(get-value task ’RelevantSlot)))
Figure 6. A frame representing a type of task which HEFFE can carry
out.

Slot
IsA: GenericFrame
Cache: Never
ToGetValue: default-get-value
ToPutValue: default-put-value
Figure 4. The generic slot.

In general, the ToCompute slot may specify that a value
can be computed by some formula, or obtained from some
database, or that the user is to be asked for a value, etc. f
This allows a great deal of dynamic flexibility in how
values are to be determined.
5.4 Tasks: The Basic Control Structure
FrameUP, like RLL, employs tasks to represent units of
action. The tasks are queued, waiting in an agenda until
they are called upon to carry out the action they represent.
These actions define the top level functionality of the
system. The tasks typically deal with some slot of some
frame, and may require the system to check whether the
slot has a particular value, or to attempt to determine a
value for the slot. In so doing, sub-tasks may be set up and
placed on the agenda. The parent task will be completed
only after all sub-tasks have completed.
The structure of a task-frame is illustrated in Figure 5.
The frame and slot upon which this task is to act is identi
fied by the RelevantFrame and RelevantSlot slots of the
task-frame; in this case DeskLampl and ReasonForNotOperating respectively. Taskl is required to find a value
for DeskLampl.ReasonForNotOperating, i.e. to fill the slot.
For each type of task known to the system, of which
FillSlot is one example, there is an associated frame which
defines the steps required to effect the task. This task

FrameUP provides three types of tasks: FillSlot,
CheckSlot and FillSlotWithGivenValue (see Figure 7 for
the latter two). These have been found to be sufficient for the
implementation of an expert system. A task of type
CheckSlot compares the value of a given slot of a given
frame with a given value; the compared value and the
given frame and slot are all specified by the task. A task of
type FillSlotWithGivenValue simply calls put-value to
store a value for a slot and frame; which are specified by
the task.
CheckSlot
IsA: TypeOfTask
Procedure: (lambda (task)
(let
((Fr «= (get-value task ’RelevantFrame))
(SI = (get-value task ’RelevantSlot))
(Aval « (get-value Fr SI))
(Rval ■ (get-value task ’RequiredSlotValue)))
(or (equal Rval Aval) (member Rval Aval))))
FillSlotWithGivenValue
IsA: TypeOfTask
Procedure: (lambda (task)
(put-value (get-value task ’RelevantFrame)
(get-value task ’RelevantSlot)
(get-value task ’GivenSlotValue)))
Figure 7. Task types.

<
The agenda, also implemented as a frame, provides a
control mechanism for scheduling tasks. Its function is to
order the tasks that are placed upon it and, once one task is
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finished, to provide another task for execution. The order
ing of tasks on the agenda can be specified as a function of,
for example, an estimate of the amount of time required for
the task, the importance of the task, and the other tasks on
the agenda. In HEFFE, for example, the agenda simply
stores tasks in the order in which they are placed on the
agenda, but with sub-tasks of a current task being placed
ahead of other tasks.
5.5 Rules: Their Representation and Use
Rules are used in FrameUP to carry out inferencing. A rule
is represented as a frame having an if-slot and a then-slot,
amongst others. The individual conditions of the if-slot
and the individual conclusions of the then-slot are of the
form [frame slot value], and might be compared with the
associative triplets of MYCIN, which have the form
(object attribute value) (Barr and Feigenbaum, 1982). Var
iables are denoted as atoms beginning with a *$’.
Figure 8 illustrates a rule, which is read as: “If an object
(denoted by the variable $Object), which is not operating
(this is implicit in the rule, but made explicit by the context
in which the rule is used), is known to be sound (i.e.
functionally OK) and currently connected to some power
supply, then pass the blame for the object not operating on
to the power supply, which apparently is not operating”.
The semantics of this rule in FrameUP are as follows: If
Sound is a value for $ObjectStatus and $PowerSupply is
the value of $ObjectPluggedlnto, then the new values
SPowerSupply and NotOperating can be deduced for
$Object ReasonForNotOperating and $PowerSupply.Status respectively.
Rulel
IsA: Rule
If-. (($0bject Status Sound)
(SObject Pluggedlnto $PowerSupply))
Then: ((^Object ReasonForNotOperating SPowerSupply)
($PowerSupply Status NotOperating))
Figure 8. An example rule from HEFFE to deduce why some object is
notoperating.

Rules are often written in terms of variables, which
need to be bound to actual objects. Binding caji occur at
two different stages,, depending upon the context in which
the rule was called upon. To illustrate, consider the current
context to be the task of finding a value for DeskLampl.ReasonForNotOperating. Rulel is known to con
clude a value for this slot for any $Object. Thus Rulel will
be invoked with $Object bound toDeskLampl. $PowerSupply will be bound to PowerPoint 1 when the conditions
of this rule are evaluated. A stack of bindings is used to
allow fojr the recursive usage of a rule.
Formally, the triplet [fr si va] appearing as a condition
on a rule has the semantics that if va is a variable then that
variable will be bound to the value of (get-value fr si);
otherwise va is required to be the, or a (depending upon the
Format of si), value of (get-value fr si). If this is not the
case then the condition is said to fail, and the rule in turn
cannot be used in the current situation.

Triplets appearing in the condition of a rule will lead to
a new task of type CheckSlot being created when the rule
is called upon. These tasks will be executed in turn, unless
one of them fails, in which case the remaining tasks asso
ciated with this rule are removed from consideration.
These associated tasks are identified by the value of one of
their slots (the ParentTask slot).
A triplet appearing as a conclusion of a rule has the
semantics of (put-value fr si va). All variables at this
stage should have bindings. Each triplet in the conclusion
leads to a new task being created, the task type being
FillSlotWithGivenValue.
A rule is referenced by those slot-frames which are
named as slots in the conclusion triplets of the rule. The
above rule, for example, has two conclusions, naming the
slots ReasonForNotOperating and Status. Thus, the slotframes ReasonForNotOperating and Status will list
Rulel under a slot named Rules. The rule will be called
upon whenever the ToCompute slot specifies that the Fra
meUP function use-rules is to be used.
The function use-rules takes two arguments, an atom
naming a frame and an atom naming a slot. It accesses the
list of rules stored as slot. Rules and considers each rule in
turn. For each rule it sets up the subtasks for each triplet of
the if-slot, causing them to be executed in turn. If any of
them fails, then the next rule in the list is considered. If the
subtasks all succeed, then subtasks for each triplet of the
then-slot are set up and executed. Nil is returned if all rules
fail. The supplied frame name is used to bind variables
where appropriate.
This then is an implementation of the basic expert
system type of inferencing, where all actions are expressed
in terms of frames, slots and values.
5.6 Other Means for Determining Values in FrameUP
The use of rules is not the only means available for com
puting values of slots. In general, any function can be
placed in the ToCompute slot of a slot-frame. T|ie prede
fined function use-rules is just oneof an assortment of
possible ToCompute methods.
Two others which are defined in FrameUP provide
interactive question answering services. The function
suggest-to-user is used, for example, whenever the user
is to be asked if a particular value is true for some frame.slot. Ask-from-user is used when the user is to be asked for
a value for s'dme frame, s/of.
- - The ability to specify any function at all for the value of
the ToCompute slot allows great flexibility. One can spec
ify that the relevant rules be tried first followed by asking
the user. If both fail then perhaps an algorithm might be
called upon. Or perhaps what is required is a value from
some external data base. The usefulness of this kind of
flexibility has been demonstrated in the GE'M expert sys
tem (Williams, Nanninga and Davis, 1986).
6. AN EXAMPLE - HEFFE
A typical goal of a consultation with a diagnostic type
expert system is to determine why some object is not
operating. The goal in the following example is to deter
mine why the object DeskLampl (of Figure 1) is not
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operating. The example is drawn from the HEFFE system,
an expert system programmed in FrameUP.
HEFFE begins by creating, under the direction of the
user, a task of type FillSlot (Figure 5), which attempts to
determine a value for the ReasonForNotOperating slot of
DeskLampl. This task will be placed on the agenda, and
waits there to be selected for execution by the scheduler.
Executing a task involves applying the Procedure for the
particular type of task to the task in question. Figure 6
shows that this results in (get-value DeskLampl
ReasonForNotOperating) being evaluated for this par
ticular task.
There is no value stored for
ReasonFor
NotOperating and so the function get-value calls upon the
frame ReasonForNotOperating to supply the means for
computing a value (Figure 9). This causes the rules to be
used in an attempt to determine a value. It is also noted that
the relevant rules are listed in this frame.
ReasonForNotOperating
IsA: Slot
F.ormat: Singleton
DataType: Atom
Cache: Always
MakesSenseFor: Object
ToCompute: (lambda (fr)
(use-rules fr ’ReasonForNotOperating))
Rules: (Rulel Rule3)
Figure 9. ReasonForNotOperating. Typically, a fault-finding system
attempts to determine a value for this slot on some particular frame.

Rule 1 may be chosen for execution. This rule (Figure 8)
has two conditions, resulting in two tasks being created.
These are Task2 and Task3 (Figures 10 and 11).
Task2
IsA: Task
TypeOfTask: CheckSlot
ParentTask: Taskl
RelevantFrame: DeskLampl
RelevantSlot: Status
RequiredSlotValue: Sound

(Figure 13) being chosen from the three candidate rules.
The premise of this rule results in another task being
created (Figure 14), which is to determine if DeskLampl
operates from some PowerSupply. Suppose, for simplicity,
that Operates From To Compute specifies that the user be
asked for a value, and the user supplies the atom PowerPoint2. Task5 is then created to handle the conclusion part
of Rule2 which deduces that DeskLampl is Sound. Eva
luating Task5 results in Sound being stored on Desk
Lampl. Slams'. Thus Task2 has successfully been
completed.
Status
IsA: Slot
Description: "Current known status of object"
Format: List
DataType: Atom
Cache: Always
ToCompute: (lambda (fr)
(or (use-rules fr ’Status)
(ask-from-user fr ’Status)))
Rules : (Rule2 Rule4 Rulel)
Figure 12. Status — A slot-frme.

Rule2
IsA: Rule
If: (($0bject OperatesFrom $PowerSupply))
Then: (($0bject Status Sound))
Figure 13. Rule 2 — Determine whether an object is sound.

Task4
IsA: Task
TypeOfTask: CheckSlot
ParentTask: Task2
RelevantFrame: DeskLampl
RelevantSlot: OperatesFrom
RequiredSlotValue: $PowerSupply
Figure 14. Task4 — does the desk lamp work when plugged into another
power point.

Task5
IsA: Task
TypeOfTask: FillSlotWithGivenValue
ParentTask: Task2
RelevantFrame: DeskLampl
RelevantSlot: Status
GivenSlotValue: Sound

Figure 10. Task 2 — Is the desk lamp sound?
Task3
IsA: Task
TypeOfTask: CheckSlot
ParentTask: Taskl
RelevantFrame: DeskLampl
RelevantSlot: Pluggedlnto
RequiredSlotValue: $PowerSupply

Figure 15. Task5 — The desk lamp is sound.

Figure 11. Task3 — Is the desk lamp connected to power point number
1.

Task2 is to check if sound is a value of DeskLamp 1. Sta
tus. Finding that it isn’t (Figure 1), the function stored on
Status. ToCompute (Figure 12) is applied to the atom
DeskLampl. Again the rules are to be tried, with Rule2

Task 3 is to determine the value of DeskLampl.
Pluggedlnto. The value found there is PowerPoint 1, which
is bound to the variable $PowerSupply. The task succeeds.
Task2 and Task3 having succeeded, two new tasks,
corresponding to the conclusion part of Rulel are created.
Task6 corresponds to having deduced that the reason for
DeskLampl not operating is that PowerPoint 1 is, for Some
reason, not operating. Task6 will return the value Power
Point 1. Similarly, Task7 corresponds to having deduced
that PowerPoint! is not operating.
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of frames and slots. Various types of knowledge are also
made quite explicit, through, for example, associating
rules with particular frames, and with particular slots on
the frames. The resulting flexibility is an essential facility
for expert systems.
The hierarchical structure of frame-based systems has
provided a natural structure for the storage of knowledge,
allowing for the inheritance of rules, slot values and the
ToCompute mechanism. The hierarchical structure also
provides contextual information into which knowledge
can be appropriately slotted.
The use of slot frames-provides a mechanism for speci
fying the fine control over the operation of the system. It is
possible, for example, to independently specify how inher
itance is to be used, and how to retrieve, store and compute
values for individual slots. Information is neatly packaged
providing easy access for modification to the system. Also,
a variety of problem solving methods can be employed by
the system.

TaskG

IsA: Task
TypeOfTask: FillSlotWithGivenValue
ParentTask: Taskl
RelevantFrame: DeskLampl
RelevantSlot: ReasonForNotOperating
GivenSlotValue: PowerPoint!
Figure 16. Task6 — Return a value to the calling rule.

TaskT

IsA: Task
TypeOfTask: FillSlotWithGivenValue
ParentTask: Taskl
RelevantFrame: PowerPoint 1
RelevantSlot: Status
GivenSlotValue: NotOperating
Figure 17. Task7 — Store a given value in the given slot.

All tasks associated with Rulel have now successfully
completed, and so Taskl has succeeded in determining
PowerPoint 1 as the value of ReasonForNotOperating for
DeskLampl.

The structure of the above sample execution of Taskl is
summarised in Figure 18. To sum up, we have seen that to
determine why DeskLampl is not operating we use Rulel
to deduce that it must be because PowerPoint 1 is not
operating. This is due to the fact that DeskLamp 1 can be
shown to be sound, using Rule2. This involved asking the
user whether the desk lamp operates from some other
power point.
premise I--------->Task4

I
I--------- >Task2----- Rule2
1
premise 1
I
|--------- >Task3
conclusion!--------->Task5
Taskl----- Rulel------1

I
I-------->Task6
conclusion!
I—----->Task7
Figure 18. Summary of the tree of tasks.

.

“

'fee'-

The next task for the expert system will be to determine
why PowerPoint 1 is not operating. A similar approach will
be taken in executing this task, using any appropriate rules.
7. SUMMARY
FrameUP is a frames-based system for the representation
of knowledge in expert systems. It provides the machinery
for representing, amongst other things, objects, rules and
task structures. It provides, through the task and ToCom
pute structures, a flexible and easily modifiable mecha
nism for the solving of problems which are posed in terms
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VERONIS, A.M. (1988): The 68000 Microprocessor, Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, New York, 328pp., $65.95.
A competent engineer already familiar with the 68000 family of mi
croprocessors could avoid the errors and confusion present in this
book - but such a person would not need it. The most useful parts
are the appendices, and these are available direct from Motorola in
a more useful form, and at a much lower cost. To summarise, my
advice is not to buy this book.
Peter Chubb
University of New South Wales
MITRANI, I. (1987): Modelling of Computer and Communications
Systems, Cambridge University Press, 192pp., $36-00 (Soft
cover).
This book was a joy to read and helped me to pass the time during
a 32 hour flight from Adelaide to London. The author skilfully in
troduces probabilistic modelling applied to computer and communi
cation systems. He has consciously aimed at being as helpful to the
reader as possible and has succeeded.
It is a self-contained, well-written account which starts with a
good concise probability refresher and an introduction to stochastic
processes. There is a ring of expert familiarity with the material,
some novel presentations and an emphasis on insight rather than
just symbolic manipulation. Most of the proofs are kept to a
straightforward intuitive level. Together with the sound develop
ment of the theory there are helpful worked examples and relevant
exercises, some of which provide a good, but reasonable, challenge.
The claims on the back cover of the book are honest and accu
rate. It is possible to understand (and perhaps apply) the methods
with a knowledge of basic calculus. An adequate bibliography is
given to point to more specialized accounts of the topics covered.
This is certainly the style of book which can inspire one to explore
the areas of queueing applications, scheduling strategies, networks
of queues and packet switching networks more closely. Certainly, it
will be appreciated by undergraduate students taking courses in ap
plied mathematics, operations research, computer science and engi
neering. It will also be a useful reference for those involved in prac
tical design and performance analysis of computer and
communications networks.
The only negative comment that I can make is to point out a
typograhical inconsistency. ’Queueing’ in the contents becomes
’queuing’ in the text. But then the author was associated with both..
Newcastle and Murray Hill.
On noting the price of the book during a pilgrimage to Heffer’s
bookshop I was surprised at its low cost in the U.K. The Australian
price is possibly higher, but even so it should be a valuable inclu
sion in many personal libraries.
L. T.M Berry
University of Adelaide
BOYLE, R.D., and THOMAS, R.C. (1988): Computer Vision - A
First Course, Blackwell Scientific Publications, 210pp.,
$39-95.
As a ’first course’ this text has much to recommend it. It is clearly
written, contains many references to seminal material in the area
and includes useful exercises and solutions. Its reference and bibli
ography sections, though hardly complete, are representative of a
wide scope of important source material. Its attempt to cover a
wide range of Vision materials including edge finding, segmenta
tion, recognition and semantic analysis is admirable. However, the
necessary simplifications may lead to the false impression that the
methods introduced are straight forward and adequate for the tasks
at hand. The complexity of Vision is not given sufficient emphasis
nor is the relationship between natural (biological) and artificial
(computer based) vision systems. This text should not be accepted
as a substitute for going back to the original primary,references in
published journal literature but should be taken as a cursory look
at the topic which may act as an appetiser for delving deeper.
.Within its limitations as a ’first course’ attempting to span a very

Editor: Dr Chris Andrews
rich yet immature research topic, this book does well, but it leaves
one dissatisfied by not explaining methods at sufficient depth to
banish the suspicion that only ’toy’ problems can be solved with the
methods so far developed. I recommend it as preliminary reading
material before a serious course which is based on the original
source material. As a ’stand alone’ text it is not sufficiently com
plete or deep, in my view, to be satisfying for the serious student.
R.A. Jarvis
Monash University
CROSSLEY, K. and GREEN, L.E.S. ( 1985): A Practical Guide
for Teachers: Designing Computer Lessonware, Lessonware Services Inc, Ontario, 148pp., $28.00 (Canadian).
From the title of this book I was afraid that we were back in the
dark ages of computers in education, where the dream of teachers
writing their own lesson software had not yet met reality, and drilland-practice programs were proliferating because they are the ini
tially most obvious, and certainly the easiest programs to write. I
was, therefore, delighted to find that this friendly little book is con
cerned not with writing limited, highly structured tuition, but with
designing packages which provide for open-ended enquiry and
exploratory learning.
This would be a very useful book for those considering designing
lessonware (a term the authors coined to describe a relatively short
program that complements, enhances, or occasionally substitutes
for a school lesson ). As well as outlining a very practical series of
steps to follow when designing lessonware, the authors have includ
ed sections on essential learning/teaching principles on which les
sonware should be based. They have used a variety of programs as
examples, and helpfully included details of where these may be ob
tained.
The authors run Lessonware Services Inc., the publishers of the
book. The address is 35 Baby Point Road, Toronto, Ontario, M6S
2G2, Canada.
Eve Shaw
ACT Schools Authority
PYSTER, A.B. (1988): Compiler Design and Construction, Van
Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 267pp., $78.95.
This book is an introductory text set very strongly in the Unix-C
environment, and with a coverage that corresponds pretty well with
what is often done in a one semester compilers course. Much atten
tion is paid to lexical analysis and parsing with an introduction to
the corresponding generators, lex and yacc . The later compilation
phases are treated much more briefly with little attention to genera
tors. There are quite extensive examples and I found the style of
coding in C quite easy to read - locally anyway.
In some places the order of development is reversed from that
which I believe is appropriate - that is, we meet the code early and
only find out about the design considerations later. A recursive de
scent compiler for a simple expression language is introduced in
chapter three and this language is ifeed a number of times later in
the book. The code is presented before a discussion of the recursive
descent structure and operator and operand stacks (with a trace of
the stack behaviour) before finally looking at the tree structure of
the expression. One suspects that if the process had been ap
proached the other way round, it might have been recognised that
the stacks are an unnecessary complication and that simple vari
ables in the recursive descent routines serve the same purpose but in
a much clearer way.
In a number of places, I felt that detail should have been either
omitted or explained. For example, generated code is given for a
couple of machines without definition of either the operation codes
or the addressing modes.
In summary, although this book contains quite a lot oft good
material, I could not recommend it, as this is now quite a competi
tive field.
Dan Johnston
University of Queensland
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RATCLIFF, B. (1987): Software Engineering Principles and Meth
ods, Blackwell Scientific Publications, 366pp., $49.95 (Pa
perback).
One problem with preparing book reviews on substantial works is
the difficulty of finding sufficient time to analyse the book in ade
quate depth to do it justice and still complete the review in
reasonable time. This was very much the case with this book. It is
an academic work surveying the field of tools and techniques in
Software Engineering and requires considerable thought and con
centration.
Bryan Ratcliffe proposes in the preface that the book is appropri
ate as a text book for undergraduate courses. For a first degree in
software engineering I suspect there is only time to follow one hom
ogeneous approach to software development, with limited forays
into alternative developmental methods, given all the ancilliary
material needed in such a course.
But apart from academic applicability, this is a book for the sys
tems engineer’s bookshelf. It admirably compares, contrasts and
characterises different methods. Each technique clearly cannot be
treated in detail, but the summaries are succinct and the text is full
of references to more complete treatments of the subject matter.
There is an excellent comprehensive bibliography.
A single example problem is returned to through the book to
highlight different approaches. This is successful though it does suf
fer from the common problem of illustrating problems and solu
tions in the small whereas the whole need for software engineering
arises from problems in the large.
The only minor annoyance I found was the use of acronyms far
from the original explanation. A glossary of abbreviations would
have helped.
In summary, this is a well constructed, thoughtful and thoughtprovoking compendium of the current state of software engineer
ing.
Chris Bushell
Computer Sciences of Australia
FISHER, N.I., LEWIS, T. and EMBLETON, B.J.J. ( 1987): Sta
tistical analysis of spherical data, Cambridge University
Press, 329pp., $126.00..
It is not that spherical data are well-rounded and smooth or that
they relate to the flight of tennis balls but rather that they consist
of orientations in space and may be represented by points on a
sphere. These orientations may be directed and called vectors, or
undirected and called axes. My experience with such data is as wind
vectors in the context of air flow over and around cities. More gen
erally they arise in vector analysis in disciplines ranging from Astro
physics to Geology and in axial analysis in disciplines such as Crys
tallography. The requirements of the analysis of orientations are
similar to those of more conventional data but the appropriate pro
cedures have only been developed in the last 20 years.
This book presents a summary of the experience gained during
that period in a form which will be accessible' to mo^t«working
scientists. It assumes a background in mathematics of,i6out first
year university level together with some understanding of basic
probability and an acquaintance with standard statistical methods.
For most problems a single procedure is described with the authors
drawing on their experience for that choice. While not providing a
definitive text, they have produced a volume which will enable
naive users to begin to apply the methods appropriately. In particu
lar they pay attention to the computer implementation of the meth
ods, a factor sometimes overlooked.
The material covered begins with data display and exploratory
data analysis (as it should) and then moves on to consider the dis
tributions vftiich have proved useful in modelling spherical data. A
detailed account is then given of the analysis of a single sample
from a common population. Throughout, the recommended pro
cedures are illustrated by reference to specific data sets which are
given in full in an appendix. This feature ensures that the reader
can duplicate the text examples. Another section discusses problems
associated with the comparison of several samples and the pooling
of samples. The final section, concerned with the relationship be
tween a spherical random variable and other variables of interest, is

more speculative and is so acknowledged by the authors. They opt
for a short survey of the current status of the subject and, conse
quently, do not present any analyses.
Written for the practitioner rather than the theoretician,
Statistical Analysis of Spherical Data achieves its aims pretty well.
Personally I would prefer the section on terminology to appear as a
glossary at the end - but that is a minor point. And, although the
underlying statistical theory is not always included, references are
given to this theory and related work.
Glenn Johnson
Macquarie University
FEITELSON, D.G. (1988): Optical Computing: A Survey for Com
puter Scientists, MIT Press, 393pp., SUS39.95.
Many computer scientists will be familiar with some of the ideas
behind optical computing. Science fiction writers have been using
holographic memories, optical relays and light beam interconnec
tions in their stories for many years. However, most of the serious
technical papers on optical computing have been published in jour
nals such as Applied Optics that computer scientists would not
normally read, and use terminology more familiar to a physicist
than to a programmer.
This book provides a survey of the state of the art in optical
computing in a form accessible to a computer scientist with only a
basic physics background. Where it is necessary to understand a
particular concept before being able to grasp its application to com
putation, the concept is explained in simple terms. In fact, the ex
planation is sometimes too simple - the switch to the application is
too abrupt. However, sufficient background is always given to un
derstand the terminology (especially the acronyms) used in the field,
even if an optics text has to be consulted for the underlying theory.
The book was prepared directly from the author’s camera-ready
copy, and was not edited in detail by the publisher. This means on
the one hand that it has many minor typographical defects, and
that, on the other, it is a lot more timely than it might otherwise
have been.
From my reading of this book, a general purpose optical compu
ter is still a long way off. However, special purpose computers and
accelerators for matrix multiplication, content-addressable read-only
memory, correlation, etc. for electronic computers are, or could be,
available soon. Analogue optical computing has already had one
major success - synthetic-aperture radar - and is likely to be used in
other signal processing systems where high speed and low power
consumption are important.
,
However, the field of optical computing still ought to be *of inter
est to computer scientists, even if it only propipts us to think about
what.computation really is. Though this book has some,small de
fects, it is well worth reading.
f

Peter Chubb
University of New South Wales

HAMEROFF, S.R. (1987): Ultimate Computing: Biomolecular
Consciousness and NanoTechnology, Elsevier Science Pub. ,
lishers B.V., Amsterdam, 357pp., DFL 160.00 (Hardback).
Ultimate computing is claimed to be the ultimate destiny of both
biological and artificial computational systems. This book attempts
to follow the co-evolution of biology, in particular that relating to
consciousness (more correctly, intelligence), and information pro
cessing technology. It suggests that they are both aiming to master
the ultimate computing arena, nano-scale (billionth of meter and
billionth of second) information processing. In doing ffiis, the book
discusses many things, most of them are related (sometimes very
tenuously) to the cytoskeleton (the internal functional structures of
a cell). The author’s premise is that the cytoskeleton (a nano-scale
system) is the cell’s information processing system, the location of
the cell’s intelligence, and hence the fundamental intelligence of the
nervous system.
The book is rooted in the biological sciences (which seems to be
the author’s background) but does not lack in the computational or
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philosophical areas. The main subject matter spans the brain/mind,
the origins of life, cytocomputing, anesthesia (seeing the author is
an anesthesiologist), and nanotechnology. The author preaches na
no-systems with a fervour and has a peculiar fascination (bordering
on cult following) for microtubules (tubular cytoskeletal structures).
The discussion of nano-scale technologies, especially computing and
engineering at an atomic level, is very interesting, although some
what superficial, and includes Scanning Tunnelling Microscopes,
Von Neumann Replicators and Feynman Machines.
To say the book is speculative would be an under-statement. It
contains a large number of ‘if’s, ‘maybe’s and ‘possible that’s. It
may be wise to also read a number of other statements in the book
with one of these quantifiers in mind. Unfortunately the drawings
seem to lack insight and are rather confusing. In an area where they
could have run with the imagination, this is a pity. Being an inter
disciplinary text there is always the chance that some of the discipli
nary jargon may deter those of a different discipline, but without
considerable compromise there is no easy way around this and one
must grin and bear it. The book does have an excellent and wide
ranging review of the philosophy of the brain/mind/computer, and
a rather extensive categorized reference section.
The book was more enjoyable than I thought it would be at first
glance. It has that out-in-space feel but there is a lot of down-toearth interesting stuff dispersed throughout (proven by the fact that
I pencil-marked a considerable portion). The book did seem to fal
ter a bit in the middle with the over-cooked discussion of protein
conformational dynamics, but came out of the oven rather well
with the later chapter on nanotechnology.
So where does this book fit in? It is definitely not a textbook or
a research monograph. Any book which acknowledges Max Headroom and PC clones cannot be taken too seriously. But the point
is, it is not a piece of science fiction (not all the time, anyway),
rather it is a reasoned suggestion about where technology, informa
tion processing, and intelligence have come from, and are possibly
going to. To me, it most closely resembles a more factual, wideranging and well-researched (but still somewhat as soft) Omni arti
cle. Hence, it really belongs on the magazine rack, not the book
shelf. But we all read magazines from time to time, and I suggest
that you may like to ‘have some fun!’ and read it. The book would
appeal directly to anyone with an interest in biological and synthetic
intelligence (and to open-minded artificial intelligenciers) and
indirectly to those interested in the future of information processing
systems who don’t mind a speculation every ‘page’ in a while.
Ashley Aitken
University of New South Wales t

bit-mapped, operating system, etc., and building up complexity
slowly. At the same time it contains enough details to be suitable
for self-study (it even tells you how to insert a disk into a drive).
However, considering its size the reader will need to be highly moti
vated.
Features of Pascal are introduced using examples, and each fea
ture is described completely before advancing to the next feature.
This may be compared with the ‘spiral approach’ where everything
is introduced initially without details, and is repeated again and
again, each time adding more details. Each approach has its advan
tages but I find the one used in this book easier to follow.
Chapters describing Pascal are interspersed with chapters on solv
ing programming problems, programming with procedures, correct
ness and efficiency, numeric computing, and dynamic structures. As
promised, the Macintosh libraries are well described but the stress
of the book is on Pascal rather than Macintosh versions of the
language. As a deliberate policy examples do not use graphic fea
tures extensively. As the author says, gimmicky programs that pro
duce gee-whiz effects are conspicuously absent.
Having seen a few dozen Pascal textbooks, it seems to me that it
is difficult to put together enough interesting but non-trivial prob
lems that are simple enough to be worked out by beginners. This
book is typical in this respect, and as with most Pascal textbooks,
problems tend to have mathematical flavour. Although the book is
a bit daunting because of its size I would recommend its use for
any Pascal course on a Macintosh.
Finally, a word of disappointment: some 30 pages were missing
from the review copy - so much for the publisher’s quality control the missing chapter was on ‘Correctness and Efficiency’ ...
I. Fris
University of New England
RABBAT, GUY (ed.) (1988): Handbook of Advanced Semiconduc
tor Technology and Computer Systems, Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, New York, 941pp., $142.95 (hard
back).
This book, like several others which have recently appeared in the
field of microelectronics, is a collection of chapters written by indi
vidual authors who are specialists in particular fields. The volume
contains 27 individual chapters which can be grouped into four
main areas. Because the usefulness (or otherwise) of this book de
pends very much on the interests of the reader, the chapter contents
are listed below.
1.

PRITCHARD, P.(1988): An Introduction to Programming Using
Macintosh Pascal, Addison Wesley, 572pp., $34-95 (softcover).
This book is aimed primarily at students taking an introductory
course in computer programming, where the programming language
is Pascal, and practical work is done using either Macintosh Pascal
or Lightspeed Pascal. It is intended to be suitable for both onesemester and two-semester university-level courses. The purpose and
scope of the book is best described by quoting from the preface:
— A modern and thorough introduction to solving program
ming problems in a procedural language;
— A self-contained guide to the use of the Macintosh and
the Macintosh Pascal programming environment;
— A complete description of ANSI Standard Pascal;
— A complete description of Macintosh Pascal’s extensions
and deviations from standard Pascal; and
— A thorough introduction to the use of Macintosh Pascal’s
libraries for graphic and numeric programming.
End of quote.
In my opinion there is more than enough material in the book
for the one semester course but additional material may be needed
for a full year course.
The book would be most suitable as a text for a college or uni
versity course. It is thorough, starting with explanations of elemen
tary computing terminology such as CPU, memory, RAM, register,

Microelectronics Fabrication Techniques: Plasma-Enhanced
Chemical Vapour Deposition; Applications and Trends of Dry
Etching; High Pressure Oxidation; Structures and Fabrication
of MOSFETs; Electron Beam Testing; Metallisation for VLSI;
MOS Technology Advances; CMOS Devices;
2. VLSI Architectures and Design Methods: Bipolar Gate Arrays;
Packaging Technologies for High Performance Computers;
Packaging for Cost-Performance Computers; PLA’s - Design
and Application; Design for Testability;
3. VLSI Computer Aided Design Techniques: Silicon Design Meth
ods and CAD Tools; Design Verification of VLSI Circuits;
Complexity of CAD Problems; Hierarchical Layout Algor
ithms; Layout-Compiler Annealing; High Density PWB Wir
ing; Cell Based Physical Design for VLSI; Logic Design Ex
pert System;
4. Specialised Computing Architectures: Microprocessors; Faulttolerant Multi-processors; Parallel Execution of Logic Pro
grams; Organisation and Operation of Massively Parallel Ma
chines; Advances in Signal Processor Architecture;
Most of these chapters aim to give a tutorial style review of cur
rent technology in a particular area of microelectronics. In general,
the authors succeed in producing readable, succinct overviews of
what they see as the current state of the art in their field of ex
pertise.
Some of the chapters are very specialised (e.g. a whole chapter on
high pressure oxidation of silicon wafers) while some are quite su
perficial (e.g. the chapter on bipolar gate arrays), but in general the
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chapters are aimed at an appropriate level for, say, a new post
graduate student about to start a project in one of the particular
areas covered.
The choice of material for the book, however, is nowhere near as
commendable. The book certainly does NOT cover any one of the
four major areas described above with any degree of completeness.
For example, in the processing area, whole areas of current research
interest are neglected, including electron beam lithography.
Coverage in the VLSI architecture area is even more patchy - there
is a chapter on bipolar gate arrays, but none on MOS gate arrays.
Luckily, the section on computer-aided design techniques (probably
of most interest to ACJ readers) is more comprehensive, and most
chapters here include extensive bibliographies. Finally, the chapters
on computing architectures provide only a very small cross-section
of the large research effort currently in this area, and it is difficult
to see why they were included in the first place, since they have
little relation to the rest of the book.
In summary, this thick, expensive book really tries to cover too
broad an area of microelectronics technology, and the detailed cov
erage of all areas suggested by its title simply is not present. None
theless, the chapters on computer-aided design tools do provide
good introductions to algorithmic problems that are of great inter
est at the current time, and the book is worth recommending as a
library reference for this reason.
Neil Bergmann
University of Queensland
HARRISON, M.D., and MONK, A.F. (1986): People and Comput
ers: Designing for Usability Proceedings of the Second
Conference of the British Computer Society Human Com
puter Interaction Specialist Group, Cambridge University
Press, 650pp., $126-0 0 (Hard cover).
Software engineers are unlikely to realize how little they know
about ergonomics or psychology, while ergonomic dabblers like me
are only too painfully aware of their limited knowledge of comput
ing science and concepts. This forced modesty still allows reviewing
a book like this which demands specialized knowledge in both ar
eas. Whereas several hundred qualified reviewers might have been
found in the United States or the United Kingdom, there would be
barely three such people in Australia (of whom I am not one). It is
time for major Australian organizations in computing and in cogni
tive psychology to act concertedly to recognize the commercial and
scientific importance of this rapidly growing new field of HumanComputer Interaction (HCI), and to start committing resources to
it.
In this volume, Shackel, a pioneer ergonomist in this area, points
out once again the costs of poor design of the user interface of
computers - training (and re-training), productivity, error rates, and
dissatisfaction leading to staff turnover. Other papers show that
drafting tools (MacCad, MacDraw) can become far more powerful
with editors that maintain relationships between elements as they
are altered or moved, and that idea processors can be used like
word processors to view and alter the organizationaljtfructure of
text. Or is it already on my AT as Brown Bag Software’s PC Out
line, bundled with Wordstar 57.
The great Newton said he was able to see further than others be
cause he stood on the shoulders of giants. As one paper points out
( Ease of Use - The Ultimate Deception, by Thimbleby), the mathe
matician Pascal could neither understand nor use negative numbers,
now taught to children aged ten or younger. How many readers of
this review can draw the diagram proving Pythagoras’ Theorem re
quired by very average pass students in middle years of high
school? Ajl of us make assumptions about what others should be
able to dck for example how to operate complex equipment or sys
tems.
*
Desk-top publishing should now be designed round the work-gro
up and not the individual user, because of rising costs of ’orgware’
as hardware becomes relatively cheaper (Bjorn-Anderson on the
third wave of office automation). As Long’s introduction points
out, this is the only paper dealing with the important organizational
aspects of computing technology, though one less substantial paper
describes successes and failures of computerization in small com

panies. (The conclusion was predictable - computerization often
fails, usually when management are not very effective, have other
pressures on them, and haven’t done their homework).
For computing professionals researching or developing new sys
tems, the meaty papers in this volume look at the relation between
dialogue script (the contents of the screen, say), and the basic func
tionality (the nuts and bolts of what the system is supposed to do)
through a third layer, called the Dialogue Interface. If this is kept
separate, it is easier to experiment with and to modify (as shown in
two papers on rapid prototyping by Alexander and by McLean et
al). The alternative of Getting It Right First Time is wishful think
ing in an area where much is not known, and where different users
and different environments, and new expectations of technology, all
make it unlikely.
In Australia one area where the User Interface has to be
considered further is expert systems or artificial intelligence - identi
fying knowledge requirements, designing an adaptive interface, and
designing the logic of systems to reflect the user’s needs rather than
the task domain (three papers in this section).
As the introduction states, this volume is not about the state of
the art in HCI, but deals with particular topics and examples. Some
are highly academic, like proving properties of interactive systems,
some are more everyday, like the computing needs and opportuni
ties for the disabled, including a paper on voice recognition and
output, and some deal with aspects of WIMP - windows/icons/
mouses/pull-down menus. It occurs to this reviewer that the screens
traversed by newer-generation mouses will be mapped to give equal
areas of hand-movement for differing sizes of region, for example
sorting postal articles by region from a geographical map, described
in one paper.
Many of the papers refer to the bible in HCI - Card, Moran and
Newell’s Psychology of Human Computer Interations published in
1983, and a bibliography of nearly 30 pages lists other important
material. The layout of the papers is uniform and reader-friendly,
though some of the language is heavy going apart from its complex
subject matter, and there are even a few annoying spelling errors
barely forgivable in these days of checkers.
The price of $126 is formidable, but justified for larger comput
ing libraries and a few specialized readers. Individual papers should
interest a number of senior computer academics and professionals
involved in thinking about the future of computing. In a month
when a Boeing 737 might have crashed because an experienced pilot
switched off the wrong engine, the decade of Chernobyl and the
history of Three Mile Island and many other operater-related disas
ters, it is not necessary to justify a plug for HCI. The reviewer’s
copy of the book is available for loan (FAX 086 45 1031), together
with information about other titles, to researchers in the field.
Michael Patkin
,
Whyalla, South Australia
BOHLENDER, G., ULLRICH, C., VON GUDENBERG, J.W.
and RALL, L.B. (1987): Pascal-SC A Computer Language
for Scientific Computation, Academic Press, 292pp.,
SUS34.00.
Scientists and engineers face the challenge of representing the com
plex mathematical entities with which they work and the rules with
,w,hich these entities are manipulated in modern computer languages.
Pascal-SC, an extension of standard Pascal developed over the past
ten years by the Institute of Applied Mathematics at the University
of Karlsruhe in West Germany for the purposes of scientific com
putation, offers many exciting possibilities. At present, there are
two different implementations of Pascal-SC, an interpreted version
for the Z80 and 8088 processors, and a version which generates exe
cutable code for the 68000 processor. Key new language elements in
Pascal-SC include arithmetic operations with controlled rounding,
an optimal scalar product, functions with general result type, opera
tor definition for abstract data types, overloading of procedures,
functions and operators, string handling, dynamic arrays and pro
gram modules.
The stated aim of the authors of this book is to explain each new
language element in Pascal-SC, illustrating its use with numerical or
non-numerical examples. The material is presented in a form which
would make this book suitable as a text at undergraduate level.
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For readers with an interest in the developing of error bounds
and enclosure methods, the authors explain how the provision of
controlled rounding with each of the arithmetic operations allows
both real and complex interval arithmetic to be conveniently carried
out. In Pascal-SC all of the standard operators for interval ar
ithmetic as well as standard functions and procn order to make the
use of interval arithmetic in programs as compact as possible. The
definition of functions has been extended to include structured re
sult types. In addition, operator definitions have been introduced.
Not only may the stock of operator symbols in standard Pascal be
increased, but operator overloading is also possible. As a
consequence, it is possible to write expressions for structured types
in the same way as used for real or integer expressions. As the au
thors point out, the need for auxiliary variables used in evaluating
expressions (assigned statically for the lifetime of the block though
only needed for the evaluation of expressions) is reduced. Pascal-SC
also allows the programmer to write expressions involving vectors
and matrices whose entities are real or complex numbers or inter
vals in a manner which follows oridinary mathematical notation. In
addition, dynamic array declaration is possible. Through a number
of well chosen examples, the authors demonstrate how program
statements which closely resemble the formal mathematical state
ments of the algorithm may be written. This prospect will excite
many scientists and engineers who grapple with this task.
In summary, this book provides a very readable introduction to
the Pascal-SC language, illustrating the power of the language ex
tensions in a way which will interest many readers in using this lan
guage for scientific computation to solve their own problems.
Howard Connell
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
KING, T. and KNIGHT, B.(1987): Programming the 68000, 2nd
edn., Benjamin Cummings, 277pp., $32.95.
It seems amazing that a mere 20 years ago the technology on which
today’s microprocessor and microcomputer systems are based was
only embryonic. Such has been the march of electronic technology.
Those approaching the technology seem to do so from two different
perspectives. The engineer sees the power of programmable logic as
a replacement for the random logic of the past, thus harnessing
flexibility and power such as was previously impossible. It is worry
ing that there are remarkably few books aimed at teaching tech
niques for the marriage of hardware and software technologies for
these professionals. The second group see the microprocessor as a
means of obtaining easy accessability to a computing system any
where from the desk to the home. The machine is a device simply
to be programmed. Both approaches are legitimate, but teaching
texts for the second group are far more numerous and are unfortu
nately highly variable in quality.
The book which is the subject of this review is unashamedly in
the second category, and in quality is one of the better ones - for
particular circumstances . Now in its second edition, it has obvious
ly benefited from the iteration. It covers all aspects of the relatively
mechanical art of assembly programming for microprocessors well
and is supplemented by a useful set of exercises and some solutions.
For the purposes of the exercises a ’meta-set’ of routines is as
sumed, which in a short appendix are given substance as calls on
various common operating systems. This approach is quite
acceptable and teachers will have little difficulty in substituting calls
appropriate to their own environments. Topics covered include as
sembler syntax and addressing modes, data movement, data com
parison, arithmetic, logic, subroutines and stacks, and exception
handling. The latter also includes discussion of particular exceptions
that are useful on the 68000, viz. tracing, privilege violation, ad
dress errors, and bus errors. An introduction is given to the higher
processors in the 68000 range - (68008, 68010, and 68020) - and the
work concludes with a fully programmed example of a small moni
tor for a stand-alone system.
In its presentation the book is descriptive with minimal theoreti
cal component, and succinct, indeed often a little too much so.
New terminology is introduced quickly and often with somewhat
too little definition and explanation. It would therefore be a diffi
cult work for the complete novice to use as a teach-yourself intro

duction, mainly because the discussions brief and progress quickly.
Assumptions regarding terminology are made and there are several
forward references. Reference early in the text to advanced topics,
such as support for C modules, while generally correct may
overwhelm the beginner. Similarly the matter of programming style,
so necessary for the beginner, is not addressed. Examples in the text
are numerous and are, however, well-structured.
As an accompaniment to a set of lectures and tutorials in which
explanations can be enhanced, and as a detailed reference for the
established programmer, this book will be quite useful. For the pro
grammer wanting to gain facility on (maybe convert to) another
processor, this book will be ideal. The approach to operating sys-.
tern calling is a good one and the appendix examples of the real
thing serve to ground the book in practicality, as does the full mon
itor example.
At $32.95, the book is comparable in price with its competitors,
and is recommended for consideration in the circumstances men
tioned above. The review copy came from the Australian office of
Addison-Wesley.
Chris Andrews
University of Queensland
OLLE, T.W., VERRIJN-STUART, A.A. and BHABUTA L.
(ed.)(1988): Computerized Assistance During the Informa
tion Systems Life Cycle, North-Holland, 539pp., $US 115.75.
This book is the fourth from the IFIP WG 8.1 Working Conference
published by North-Holland concerning information system design
methodologies. This time the editors attempted to focus the confer
ence objectives on computerized assistance during an information
system life cycle. The title of this book may be somewhat
misleading in that it suggests an overview of the state-of-the-art in
computer-assisted systems design. Unfortunately, some interesting
computerized methodologies are not presented in the book, maybe
because the relevant papers were not submitted.
To compare features of a particular CASE tool, the program
committee adopted the idea, similar to one used in the first CRIS
conference held in 1982, of using a case study for enabling compar
isons between several different approaches. It was decided then to
distribute to authors the predefined sets of specifications and to
show how their CASE tool would handle these. Authors were re
stricted to the use of one of the,two specified case studies. The first
one was based on the well-known example of inventory control and
purchasing. The second, more complex one was based on the IFIP
conference organization problem, defined and used in the 1982 con
ference. The specifications were defined systematically in terms of
several analysis and system design steps. Both specifications indicate
that the system to be built is an on-line system with users being able
to initiate tasks from a workstation.
The papers in this book are divided into two parts under two ma
jor headings:
1. automatic aids for analysis and design and
2. integrated and automated analysis,
construction.

design

and

•?

The first seven contributions to this text present methods and tools
for analysis and database design. All the authors discuss approaches
that emphasize the underlying modelling features, supported by one
or more tools. Generally, the weak point of most of the methods
and tools presented in this part of the book is that they provide
mechanized support to system development by assisting the creation
and recording of diagrams and documentation. The techniques they
support are generally handled in isolation.
A principal objective of computer-assisted design methodology is
to provide the means to manage and reduce the complexity of the
development process. Most of the methods and techniques have sa
tisfied this goal. The old dichotomy remains: the presented system
development approaches can be considered as either data-oriented
or process-oriented methodology. No new models and design
methodologies are explored. Because of the limited review length, I
would like to draw attention to two interesting methodologies, from
the 11 presented in the book, that integrate and automate analysis,
design and construction of information systems. These are ‘Infor
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mation Engineering Methodology’ and ‘Relational Idea Laborato
ry’.
Information Engineering Methodology is described by I.G. Mac
donald, and is oriented towards the development of well-integrated
systems for large IBM environments. The IEM integrates and
automates the complete information life cycle through four toolsets
in two coupled environments, at the workstation and mainframe
levels. The environments are linked and co-ordinated through a cen
tral repository, known as an encyclopaedia, for detailed systems in
formation and system building rules. The toolsets allow the creation
and maintenance of the encyclopaedia objects needed for the gener
ation of an application. The IEM can generate:
1. a code to define a DB2 data base equivalent to the data
structure that has already been designed,
2. the application in VS COBOL to run under CICS or
IMS C.
O. De Troyer, R. Meersman and P. Verlinden present a database
engineering workbench called RIDL (Relational IDea Laboratory).
This is based on Binary Model semantical networks (NIAM), and is
implemented as an integrated workstation software environment (on
Apollo workstations) that supports the specification, design and
generation of large and complex relational databases. In the NIAM
methodology, information system design starts at the conceptual
level, resulting in a (binary) conceptual schema. With its graphical
design tool, RIDL-G, one can construct binary conceptual schemas
in an interactive way using a mouse device and a pop-up menu-driv
en interface. In RIDL, there are many useful modelling concepts to
express abstraction hierarchies, constraints, roles (e.g. object types,
binary relationship and sublink, sub- and super-role). The RIDLDB module maintains conceptual schemas and provides several fa
cilities to query the RIDL-database. These schemas can be checked
for validity, completeness and consistency. These binary schemas
are transformed, by the RIDL-M module, into a relational schema,
with additional generated specification for the constraints given in
the conceptual schema. During this transformation, implementation
and efficiency aspects may be taken into consideration. To support
early prototyping of parts of larger information systems, RIDL can
also operate on incomplete schemas.
Three features of these methodologies seem to be the most im
portant for practitioners and information systems researchers. First
ly the methodologies are built on models that contain the knowl
edge required to create systems and control system development
processes. Secondly these methodologies cover integrally all life-cy
cle development phases, from system requirements modelling to ex
ecutable software modules. They view the tasks as parts of a single
coherent development process. And finally, these methodologies
provide several user interface and documentation features.
In general, there are two weak points in the book. The first is the
book’s style: it reads as a collection of isolated, and some times
redundant, papers rather than an integrated treatment of computer
ized assistance issues. It may well frustrate a reader looking for the
‘best’ tools for his applications, software, and hardware environ
ments. The second point relates to the terminology use<Kin the pa
pers. The reader will face^'a heavy burden of academic discussion of
information system design methods. A variety of modelling terms
and concepts, even for a computer-aided design methodologies (e.g.
development environment, workbench or the latest buzzword
CASE-tool) are used in the papers. It does not contribute towards
coherence of system development methodologies. The book could
be improved by introducing a taxonomy and evaluation of existing
computer-aided design tools (including those that were not present
ed at the, conference) and by including summaries of discussions
that took place at the conference.

Summing up, despite these few criticisms, the book gives an ex
cellent representation of the field and is recommended as such. For
system analysts and designers, the book should be easily understood
and prove a good reference work. For students with good software
engineering and database backgrounds, it will be a useful source of
in-depth case studies.
References.
OLLE, T.W., SOL, H.G. and VERRIJN-STUART A.A. (eds.)
(1982): Information Systems Design Methodologies: A Comparative
Review, North-Holland
OLLE, T.W., SOL, H.G. and TULLY, C.J. (eds.) (1983): Infor
mation Systems Design Methodologies: A Features Analy
sis, North-Holland
OLLE, T.W., SOL, H.G. and VERRIJN-STUART A.A. (eds.)
(1986): Information Systems Design Methodologies: Im
proving the Practice, North-Holland
Jerzy J. Korczak
The University of Wollongong
EASTLAKE, J.J.(1987): A Structured Approach to Computer
Strategy, Ellis Horwood, Chichester U.K., 191pp., stg 1995.
This book is an excellent exposition of the author’s practical experi
ence in carrying out computer strategy studies. Consultants and
business system analysts will find the material easy to read; it flows
well. The book is not a text. It contains neither review questions,
discussion questions nor exercises. The editor and publisher have
produced a reference work of limited utility to graduate and under
graduate students.
The book’s strengths are its clear account of the recommended
structured approach and its numerous checklists. These checklists
are an excellent reference source for a practitioner. The description
of the activities to be undertaken in planning and estimating strate
gy studies is most useful.
In total this book contains but one reference; and that embedded
in the text. The author’s ’original approach’ is a refinement of a
general approach to information system planning which is well
known and commonly attributed to others such as IBM and James
Martin. The methodology described incorporates data flow dia
grams (DFDs), and includes an appendix explaining DFD modell
ing. No acknowledgements or references to prior development of
DFD techniques are given.
The value of the material’would be'sjgnficantly enhanced by
reference to a selection of the wealth of related published works.
Particular advantage would be gained by guiding readers towards
practical approaches to:
—
—
—
—

naming standards
sizing by function poiit analysis
managing user expectations; and
risk assessment.

The figures and pictorial representations within the book are of
.poor quality as compared to that available from a good desk-top
publishing system.
As a pragmatic reference work this book can be recommended to
practitioners in the field of information systems planning. Because
of its high cost, its lack of references, and the neglect of a con
ceptual underpinning, it is not recommended for students.
W.J. Adamson
BHP, Melbourne
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CONFERENCE THEMES

Each of the three streams constituting the Conference will
have Keynote Speakers, plus submitted papers which will
be refereed.
Major Theme: Emerging Technologies and
Techniques

Papers submitted to this stream should relate to the follow
ing issues, addressing short-term realities as opposed to
long-term “maybes”:
— What is the leading edge of current technology?.
— What will be on the market tomorrow?
— What software and systems will we be using in the next
few years?
— What do we need to be doing to prepare ourselves for
the 1990’s?
Supporting Theme: Information for Government,
or Government by Information?

Papers in this stream should address the question of just
what will emerge as the impact of government systems,
covering such issues as the following:
— What is the broad thrust of public sector Information
Systems?
— What are the long-term strategies of government in the
Information Age?
— What technologies does government have/need to
meet those strategies?
Supporting Theme: Finance and Insurance

Papers in this stream should assess, in particular, the con
tribution that IT has to play ip providing a competitive
edge in a deregulated financial market, addressing such
questions as the following:
— What stage have Finance and Insurance companies
reached in applying IT?
— What is the current and emerging state-of-the-art app
lied to the financial sector?
— Where are the Credit Unions, Building Societies,
Banks, Brokerage Houses and Insurance Companies so
far as the application of IT is concerned?
How do financial information systems affect the Stock
Exchange, On-Line Trading, the Bond Market, Super
annuation, International Exchange and the integration
of the financial sector?
CONFERENCE INFORMATION
1. IxR'ation and Date

Burswood Resort and Casino, Perth, Western Australia
from 2X August to 1 September 1989.

2. Submission of Papers
Please supply three copies of your draft paper, typed dou
ble spaced, and identifying which stream intended for.
Details of layout for the final camera-ready copy can be
obtained from the conference address: ACC89, GPO Box
T1777, Perth WA 6001. Fax: (09) 481-5041. Telephone
(09) 322-6730.
3. Deadlines
Draft papers: 6 March 1989, Notification of acceptance by
ACC89: 15 May 1989. Deadline for final camera-ready
copy: 30 June 1989.
4. Selection Criteria
Papers will be selected on the basis of the following crite
ria, roughly in order of priority:
— Relevance to the theme of the chosen stream.
— Quality and style of content.
— Coverage of the main issues of the chosen stream.
— Originality.
Papers will be refereed by panels expert in each of the
streams.
5. Exhibition
A major national exhibition will be run concurrently with
the conference, from 30 August to 1 September 1989.
Organiser: Shaun Smith, Swan Exhibitions, Fax (09) 2421811. Telephone (09) 443-3400."
6. Conference Organising Committee
Dennis Moore, Curtin University of Technology (Chair
man); Alex Reid, WA Regional Computing Centre; Gary
Trinder, Execom Software; Jim Ellis, Execom Software;
Allen Nash, Murdoch University; Karen Barfield, Super
Software Pty Ltd; Keith Smith, WA Department of Com
puting and Information Technology; Barry Houghton,
Corporate Training Pty Ltd; Mike Gurry, DMR Group
Australia and Drew Arbuckle, Perth College.
7. Singapore Computer Society
(Post Conference Tour):
To enable Australian delegates to take advantage of “add
on” fares the Singpore Computer Society has organised a
Post Conference meeting between 4-5 September 1989.
Content will include:
— Capital Market Technology.
— Treasury Management Technology.
— Executive Support Systems and Management Informa
tion Systems in Banking.
— Artificial Intelligence Applications in the Financial
Services Industry.

For further information contact ACC89 Secretariat
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CALL FOR PAPERS

SPECIAL ISSUE ON OPEN SYSTEMS
The Australian Computer Journal will publish a special issue on “Open Systems”, Open Systems
Interconnection and related areas including open distributed processing and remote database access in
November 1989. Research papers, tutorial articles and industry case studies on all aspects of the subject will be
welcome, and both full papers and short communications will be considered for the edition of the journal.
Prospective authors should write as soon as possible to:
Dr. T.F. Hales,
Computer Networking Group,
CSIRO, Division of Information Technology
55 Barry Street, Carlton, Vic. 3053.
Electronic mail address: hales@ditmela.oz.au to notify him of their intention to submit material for the issue
and provide a brief summary of their intended contribution.
In order to allow adequate time for refereeing and editorial review, complete manuscripts will be required
by 1 June 1989 at the lastest.
Papers should be prepared in accordance with the guidelines published in the February 1986 issue of the
Journal. Authors are requested to pay particular regard to the Journal’s preferred style for references.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:------------- :-----------------------------|—
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